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_OM_ENCLA_!JRE_
A R_fer(_,nc(_(base) arl,a o sq_4aremet_,rs
AF Flap area (2 flaps), squar_ meters
Atw
Accelerationalong wind ,Ixes(Xw along velocity
Ayw' vector, Yw' Zw rotate,with body)
ACTIIR RCS roll acceleration,radlser.
API AutOpilot integrator signal
L
AXBR Referencedrag in guidar_celaw





AZB Accelerationalong ZB (body) axis (= -AN), meters
per sec_
AZBM ..--.-AZBlimited to a minimum value
CDEL = CDELR * QB - Roll accelerationper degree
flap deflection
CDEI.R Coefficient of roll accelerationdue to flap
deflection
CI)IST Coefficientwhich, when multiplied by dynamic
pressure,yields roll disturbance acceleration,
c.g., XCG Center of Gravity
CM Center of Mass
CP Carbon PhenolIc
: c.p., Xcp Center of PreSsure
CRDB Cross-range,deadband, meters _14
CRNG Cross-rangedistance, km
C2 Lateral distance between CG ,_ndCP
00000001-TSA04
C3 Vortical CG displacement
CA Axial force,coefficient
(:11 l)rage_oi'ficlent
I_l, I tft cuuffi(:i(_nt
I"N Norl;_alforce coefficient
• CNp FlalI p;,i1elnonll,11 forcP (meffi(:ient
I:x X l_ody force coofficler_t(= -CA)
(;h flap hinqe momeflt:_:oeft:iclent
t:_o Coefficient of ro11 torque due to ro_.la_ymmet,ries
[:_I_ Coefficient of roll torgu_ due to I_
[;v_ Coefficient of roll tOrque due to flap deflection
C Coeffici(mtof pitching moment
m
{:m,, Coefficient of pitching moment due to t_
C,:mq,Cnr Pitch and yaw damping coefficients
%0 Coefficient of yaw torque due to yaw asymmetries
Cnl_ Coefficientof yaw moment due to I_
Cn_ Coefficient of yaw torque due to yaw wlosedeflecti_)n
Cy_ Coefficient of side force due to i"
Cya Coefficient of side force due to yaw nose deflection
Cz_ Coefficient of normal force due to
D Drag Force
DB Vehicle Base Diameter, m
DELR = _ - Roll flap deflection, degrees
DELRC Comlanded roll flap deflection !
'I
DIST Ro11 disturbanceacceleration, tad/see2
'i
ii
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C[R Actuating _iq_lalfor control jet_
ESM Ela._tomeric£hield Material
IIRGI Attitude error, rod
IRGII) Attitude error, dog
[LRIR Roll rat()error signal, rad/sec
FLRI_ Actuator slew rate li_nltin first order _odel
FPA Air relative flight path angle, dey.
! r,I, % Earth's gravitationalacceleration ( 9.1_m/sec2)
GMO Air relative path angle at entry
Component of gravity along Zv.axis (velocity axis,
Gzv Xv alov_!)velocity vector, Yv horizontal)
GN&C Guidance, Navigation awd Control
h Heat transfer coefficient, qHR - hw
hw Enthalpy of'gas evaluated at wall temperature°J/KG
H Altitude, ft.
HR Recovery enthalpy, J/KG
IIM A1tii:ude,meters
IA Gyro input axis
IMP Control impulse, N-m-sec
IUS InertialUpper Stage
\
....: Ixx, lyy, Izz Roll, pitch and yaw mor.lentsof inertia
Ip Pitch moment of inertia
IR Ro11 moment of inertia
-,. i i i




K Constant in roll contro'l logic
KA Flap actuator constant
K1, KP, K3 Roll control gains
KBPS Thousand_ Bits Per Second
I:, l,ift _rc_
LIMI, ..., LIMB Roll control limits
LA Apex length of vehicle, 1_eters
Lcr Roll control lever arm, meters
Lc Pitch/yaw control lever arnl,meters
MM Multi-Mission
MMRC Moving mass roll control
MU Gyro mass unbalance
Mc Roll control torque, N-m
Mit Flap hinge moment
MD Roll disturbance torque
M Mach Number
Mm Mass of movable mass (kg)
MSR Mars Sample Return
P Local pressure
p, q, r Ro11, pitch and yaw angular rates
PA Flap actuator power
PROP Autopilot proportional signal
PWC Pulse width coB'_landslgnal
QB = _ Dynamic pressure, N/m2 i




P t't'_Jplll_ J_rl tilllk l)l'[_£ll|'i',p£1,1
QB, l) D,yllaml_:pr_,_vlur_,k_l/lu?
OBN Dyllilllli£. pre,l!iur¢_ durtml c()n,:l.ant; dt'a!t IJha,_(_()t"
ilel'iit:ilpt, llf'l_ tra_jt)lt tOY.Y
RCS Ractlml Cont,rt_1S.y_tOnl
RCIMP Roll control impulse,,rad/s(,c
I{B Base ra(lJus, meter_
II% Reynol(ts NUlllborbased on local pr()pertiesandm(_menturn th t ckne:_s
l{e.,, Free Stream Reynolds NuillIleP
RIIO,I(DLN Atmnspher(_density
RGI Bank al_gle,fad
RGll) Bank anglt_, deg.
R6IR Roll rate, radlsec
RGIRI) Ro11 rate, deg/sec
RGIRL Limited bank angle rate signal
RGIOD Roll control acceleration, rad/sec2 1
RGIDL Roll rate limit
RGIC Bank ai_(jlecollg_land
RKRAT Constant in roll control logic ( _:"K)
RI Intermediateradius of vehicle, meters
RTG RadioisotopeThermal G_nerator
RII Base radius, meters
RN Nose t'adius,meters
• - . _ i, ,m '_ _I : 11 TIrllr _ _..&.. "" ,'_ levi I
LI " _ -_ ': , , . ' , Im " I i III
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T, t Time, ._(_(",
T{}I._T Aver_flethruster accel_raL|nn fer PWM RC,S Roll
Control in rad/_c2
TPS Them,al Protection Syst_Jtl
TH Aerodynamic torque on movable ne_e
T Pitch/yaw control torquo .'
V Inertialvelocity, m/_
V., Hyperbolic flyby or freestreamvelocity,m/s
VA Air relative velocity, m/see
V[XIT Exit velocity,m/sec
VM Inertial velocity,m/s
VAM Air relative velocity, m/s
VM200 Exit velocityat 200 kin'altitude,m/s
VMEX Exit velocity at 250 km altitude,m/s
VF Volume of fuel tank, m3
Vo Volume of oxidizer tank, m3
W Weight of vehicle, kg
WM Weight of MMRC movable mass, kg
WTp Total propellantweight, kg
WF Weight,of fuel, kg
Wo Weight of oxidizer, k(.i
WT Tank weight, kg,
W.TF_ Weight of fuel tank, k(j
vl
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WTO W_lght _f oxidlze, r tank, kg
X Axial distance, m
Y Radial d'l_tance, m
YM P_,_itlon of movabl_ ma_, m
YM Rat_, of _Iovab1_ma_, m/-_
_i Angle _)i'attack
aT Trim an_le of attack
ao Shock stand off distance
aN Nose bend angle, dog
aF Flap deflection angle, deg
%, % Flap angle and angular rate
I_ Angle of sideslip
i_T Trim angle of sideslip
y(O) Air relative flight path angle at entry
_l Bank angle (=RGI)
p Material or gas density, kg/m3
0 Cone angle
,.RL Rate loop crossover frequency
^CR, ADR Crossrange and downrano_ deviations from nominal, km
AVM200, AVMEX Deviations from nominal of VH200 and VMEX
Subscri_t.ss
e Denotes local conditions
t Denotes at transition to turbulent flow
-, D_notes freestreamconditions
S Denotes stagnationpoint
ac Denotes aerodynamiccenter location
FB or fb Dist,,ncefrom base
vii
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_BSTRACT
Tht_ ropnrt pre_pnt_ the ro_ulL,_of an atmosph(_rlcentry study In doflne
n ,l(,_mrlcA()ro_apl;_irf,veh1(:lecapab1(_of mls_1(}n_to Mar,_,Saturn, ,tt_(lUranu,_.
A .,in.(i1_,ex1.()rnalg_onletrvhas heen developed and, along wlth several c_nL_ol
cot_{:ept_,has been evaluated through atmospheric entry _imulation_.
Aerocapture is a system design concept that uses an aerodynamically
i
controlled atmospheric entry to provide the necessary velocity depletion to
capture payloads into planetary orbit.
Selected design concepts are presented that are capable of providing the
control accuracy requiredwhile providing thermal protection for the mission
payload.
The _ystem design conc_.ptsconsist of the following eler_ents:
(1) An extendable biconic aerodynamicconfigurationwith lift to drag
ratio between l.O and 2.0 thus allowing control of aerodynamicdrag by vehicle
roll control (i.e., rolling the lift vector relative to the local vertical).
(2) Roll control system concepts to control aerodynamic lift
and disturbancetorques to allow orbit insertionwithin the required accuracy.
(3) Aeroshell design concepts capable of meeting dynamic pressure loads
during Aerocapture,and
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A_.rocaptNr_I_ a _y_t_Indorian t_.chnifluethat utiliz_ a_.r_dyn,_mlcdra{l
I.,.I_talnt!_(_wlacity fl(.q)letl(mnt._c,-.'_,saryt.n l)t_lln,i(;In._edplaflet:,zr.vo bit
frtm=a hypo.rh,II,:flyby |.|"ajoctory.It I_ ,icc_mpli_hp,d thrill_ghan ,mr¢)dv,,_mic,IIIv
cuntr(il(hlili:1_in_,iilll,ri(.(mi.rydurinq whlM_ v_hicl,,llilI,_v,lrl(_dIn tlt,_intaill _t
(:{ill_t:i|rll. dr_Ht, Wh¢_II i;h( _, reql4lred VP.'II}cIty dep'l_LlI)n !',; calcul_,b'_d, It11] v(,t_i(:l(,
pull5 ftll l lift: lip illhd exit5 tile atftlO!;phl}re, The, Aoroc_pture concopt ha_
b{)onan,_!ytlc_llydP,lliOll_tr(ited,_t JPL. to provide a Si_lniflcantincrei_;_ein
the quantity of "in orbit" payload for planetary mi,_slon._.
Get,eric _erocapture indicates the utl]Izationof a co,,monaerodynamic
configurationfor missions to any of several planets. Thi_ report ,,_,._cribesthe
r,,,_ults.f a U{:nOricAerocal,t1_reatmospheric entry study performeduy Ge_,c:1'_l
ll,,ctricRe-entry SystOms Division under contract to the Je',_ _pul.,fnnLal_.,at,,w
of th,,California Instituteof Techllology.
The primary objective was to d_velop conceptual designs of at.,le,'pheric
entry systems with moderate to high L/D ratios to establish feasibilityof
aerocapture for ,_,Issionsto Mars, Saturn, and Uranus. Saturl,aerocapture_i]l
be accomplishedby using the atmosphere of Titan to provide the required velocity
depletion. To a large extent, the study is based on the experience gained and
the resul_s obtained from a previous study, "Mars AerocaptureVehicle Definition."
The overall study output consists of design concepts of vehicle configur-
ations, structure, thermal protectionand controls for the Mars Sample Return
(MSR), Saturn Orbiter Dual Probe (SOZP) and Uranus Orbiter Probe (UOP) missions,
The design concepts are based on trajectoryanalyses supplied by JPL and refined
at G[-RSD through added simulation of a 'real' control system response. The
I-l
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control.implementationutilized the JPL recommendedentry trajectory guidance
and control approach (i,e,, analytic drag control entry guidance,and modulated
lift:ve.ctorroll.control), in accordance with the ._copeof the _tudy, the
de._ifln_were._ele.ctedto show mission feasibilitybased on _tat_ of the art
con_eptG, System optimization from an analytic or hmodwar_ _tandpeintwa_
n(_l:performed.
[mpilasi._was placed on selection of the aerodynamic configuration;definition
of the a(_rodynamicloads; sizing of the aeroshell structure; selection _nd
di,_tributionof thermal protectionmaterials on the structure; definitionof
control system concepts; and aerocapture performanceverificationthrough
f_ght control simulations.
B. SUMMARY
I. Ap/_roaccl!- Based on the results presented in the Mars Aerocapture
Vehicle Definition Study Final Report, Ref. I-l, a biconic configurationbaseline
i
was selected at the study outset. The basic approach was then to evolve a
specific biconic configurationwith the required aerodynamicsand packaging
capability for all three missions; assess its trajectory accuracy over a range
of entry conditions and for several control schemes for the baseline S02P
mission; extend the trajectory assessmentsto the MSR and Uranus missions;
and then, based on the environmentsdeveloped from these trajectories,develop
aeroshell and control system design concepts along with system mass properties.
2. Results
a) Aerodynamic Configuration- The two configurationsselected in the
: .... previous study, Mars Aeroca!)tureMission, along with two others, were evaluated
for the generic Aerocapturemission (Figure III-2 and Table Ill-2). All i
configurationshad an L/D greater than l 0 and a CD greater than 0 4. Config-
i o o !






requirements,was initially _elected. Thi._c(_nfigurationprovided the maximum
payload packaging volume, tended to minimize lhB no_e bend required to trim the
vnhlcle and provld(_d_ome degree of 1ongitudi_Jl and directional ._tability.
|h;In!lthe SO?_Imission a_ i_ase.lin[_,payload p,,,:kat]In{)_,tudio._at ,}PLindlcal_;d
!_al:i._factor.vpayload arrangement within the ,.ler(IshelI (Figure Vl- f)),
Evaluation of the packaq!ng density of this a_rangement led to the conclusi,_n
that the other three cunfigurat'ionswere not;,,4itablefor the SD2P mission
w i(:houtsignificantchanges to the payload as .'.onceivedby JPL.
The payload for the MSR mission is essenlially larger than the SO2P pa,]oad.
An additional 3.3 meter long space is availabl,;in the STS payload bay sinc,_
or_lythe IUS is required for this mission. A _.3 meter conic frustum exten,ion
was added to the S02P baseline configuration I.)accormnodatethe additional
payload (Figure III-3). As conceived, the full 9.6 meter MSR aeroshell is used
for aerocapture,and subsequently,the forward 6.3 meter (basic) aeroshell is
u_,edto aeromaneuver the Lander to the surfac(,of Mars.
The aerodynamic characteristics,Table I I-3 and Figure III-7, of the
basi(:(S02P, Uranus a_d Mars aeromaneuver)an( stretched (Mars aerocapture)
aeroshellswere calculated for'control system simulationsand calculation of
the thermal environment. In addition, the local pressure distributionseve,
T
the generic aerocapture vehicle have been predicted at the selected trim anule I
of attack and provided for use in the structuralanalysis task. 1
b) Control System - The roll control sy'tem requirementsare to provi,"., i
the required bank-rev,:rse-bankroll control l,)ic and torque (thereby con-
trolling vehicle L/D ro maintain a constant d,)g), and to control roll dist.rban.e
torques. The require,I roll control system ac,Jracy is + 25 m/sec variatior in
I-3
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i
(._xitveloclt5 (_v()rthe range of entry path ar_lle._for A()rocapLur_. In the
Initial study, R_f. I-], a _imple dual throsl level, bang-bang system was
_(_1_ctedto ._howmission fea,_ibility,A_ an t_xt(,n._ionto thi_, sevnral othe.r
I,.yp_,_of control were Inw._ti.qatedfor the,g(neric A_rocapture system, Thl,y
includedan improved rnactlorlcontrol system using pulse width tllru._tmodulation
;rodtwo type_ of aer(_dynamic ontrol: flap._,inda m{}vingmass r011 centre .
Th,__{)?I_ A()roc,H}torev()hi_:lewa_ used as a l)w,'_elinefor these _tod'le_.As
i_idicat(,din S(;ctloi_V of ref.I-I, most of liferequired RCS fuel is used o
('ontrolthe roll disturbance caused by a lateral offset between center-of-
pressure and center-of-mass(C2). A mass properties analysis wa_ performe_
For the S02P vehicle and results indicated tl,_tC2 could be controlled to
{).6cm. This offset, along with the aerodym _dc characteristicsfrom Section
I'I and the ma_s properties from Section VI _ere used for the roll control
system evaluations.
lhe results, 'indicatedin Table V-I, show that for the S02P mission, _n
RCS syst_,mha.,;the hi.qhestmas._. It should I , noted that the system must lave
,_3oaxi_;R(/Sfor exoatmosphericcontrol and _atonly 4.5 kg of fuel is re,:,_ire,
for roll coi_m_andcontrol. Therefore, the ae_ )dynamictrim control systems
(i.e., disturbancetorque control only) are lhe systems to be compared. The
sig_ificant increase in mass to achieve roll ccmmand control is due to the
magnitude of the required accelerations. It should also be noted that the RCS
pulse system mass representsa theoreticalminimum number and the actual systen_
weight may be somewhat higher. The roll con 'oinumbers to be compared ar_:
RCS (PWM) 57.8 kg
Flaps (trim) 108.5 _g I Includes_.5 kg for
MMRC (trim) 65.5 kg J roll conm_ands
With a _aximum differm_ceof approximat y _0 kg, ultimate selection _st
be based o_ a more detailed evaluation of pa oad mass distribution,and
-4
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aerodynamic complexity of flaps a_d o,xpendahl,_s management, For e,xamplo, if
C?. ll_cr_.a._od from 0.6 to 1.6 Cmothe mass of Lhe RCSand MMRC(with _lmtlar
travel) will increase+ to more than double it;, valu(,_, while the. flap mass
lncreas¢_ can Im m'lntmiz¢:d by Increasing flap t_floctton. In addition, us(-_
of an MMRC roll control og a generic v_.hlcle,:o.ldi(nposesevere payload
pm:k_(lit_g(:nt)sira inLs.
Lntryi.r,*L|ectorie_;w(._rerun usin_lthe fl =|)roll conLrol sysLem to det,,rmlr_(,
¢_xitv,,locityaccuracy &nd path _ngle corrid(,'. ThE_results, presented in
Section V, are summarized below:
Path Angle, Exlt Accuracy
S02P (8 kmlsec) 23.0 to 33.{ 0 to 41
S02P (13 kin/see) 23.5 to 29.( -13 tO +7
MSR 14.5 to 16.! - 4 to +5
Uranus 8.0 to 12.( 0 to 40
T,ajectory results also provided aerothf,rmodynamicloads and flap hinqe
,,,,ew_t_For dt,ternffnationof the aeroshell at,Iflap design concepts.
The atmospheresused for the trajectory ,;tudieswere:
S02P (Titan) Titan Thin /tmosphere
Mars Viking 75 Project Mars Engineering
Model, M-75 125-3, NASA Langley
Viking Proj,:t Office
Uranus Model 212, r_y2o,1980
Orton and A; )leby
To be publi,ted - Icarus
c) The_1_alProtection System - The TPS ,laterialselection is driven ,/
the requireme.,ntto minimize the local TPS we )htwhile choosing frontcontE _)or../
materials. Heat t_'at_sferhas been calculate, for all missions and is su_r rlz,,l
in Figure IV-16. As indicated,heat transfe along the windward meridian ,_iri,..
I-5




i fronl approximattqy 100 w/cm'- (MSR) Lo ;!5C10w/cm'- ([Iranu._). This. Ileat tran_ler
can he a_ much as a fat:tnr af five lowt_r on a ,_idt, ray and a factnr of ten
i I(_wt:,r on the, lt,_ward ,_itlo. A_ £Ut'_Jl, _owral n_4t_rlal._ ara u_ed on (_ach vehicle.
6
The heat tran._for,as indicated in Tal:IoIV-.Iis a comhlnatl(m of convectiv_ and
radlativt,. TP£ mat(,.rial _elt_¢'tl_ll is ba,_(_d ot_peak heat tran,_fer and mater al
|hlt:kn(_._,; i_, I_aFied un both heating load and h_,ttln!l time. C.arbon I_henolic
(,t hi!Ill iiorl:llrillilnce ahlatur) was chosen for thl, IIr_lnuq and $()2P (13 km/_c)
l,'akheat raLet_while LSM (a low density ablal.n')l_erformssatisfactorilyl,r
S02P (R kin/see)and Mars. Lower density ESM, ,AMand Nomex fell are used oI the
cooler sections of tilevehicles. See fables ]-2 throu_.lhft.
d) Structure and Aeroshell The selecttI "structure"was again a hone'y-
t:(}lllb_andwich as in Ref. I-l. Structure thic__ess and mass have been calculated
for all missions and are presented in Figures VI- through and Tables V]
through lhe structure sizing wa._based on launcllloads and tiledistributed
dvnami(:pressure encountered during atmospher entry. Based on the TPS
,,_11ut.ions derived in _ection IV, tile IPS "map, ' of the S02P, MSRand Llranus
mi_sions are indicated in Figure_ VI
the resulting aeroshell masses, including.! structure and TPS, are:
S02P. (8 kmlsec) _,_.'._kg






3. Conclusion - Generic Aerocapture aerc;he]l and control system deslgn
c(mcepts have been developed to allow further ,,valuationof the mission design
concepts. A _t of allowable launch masses f(_.a specific mission concept i_
pr_ented in Table I_], al_ng with aeroshell _,idcontrol masses developed
in thi_ study.
As indicatedthe S02P (B kin/see),MSR and Uranus mis._ionsshow po_itiw mar,'.
margins. The $02P (13 km/sec) has a negative ,larginOf 120 kg. Further mi'_ion
evaluationsare required to either decrease ev,'ryvelocity or change the
required payload capability. Also, utilizati(z of new-beatshieldmaterials
such as PD21B (See Section IV), will significantlydecrease the aernshellm,ss.
The required exit velocity accuracy of 2f m/sec can be achieved for al
missions u._ingeither a flap, MMRC or RCS control system.
In general, it is concluded that a generi,:Aerocapture configurationcan be
utilized for the studied missions.
The variation in dynamic pressure over tk,(._ range of mission does not require,
a large change in structural mass (70 kg, Table V[-18). As a result, identical
structuresappear feasible for S02P, Uranus and the Mars Aeromaneuvermissions.
However, the range of peak heating does cause a large change in TPS mass (670 kg).
Therefore, it is recommendedthat the TPS be designed for the specificmiss_)n
environments.
I-7
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The Generic Aerocapture Atmospheric Entry ._tudyd_veloped A_rocAptur_
,sy,_temde-_]gnconc_pt,_for three mi_._ion._: _O.P at ontry veIocltle_ of t]an,l
I._kml_(:; MSR at an entry v_Iocity of 5l]4_)kml_c ai_dIIranusat an entry
v(_Incityof 30 km/_)c, Flight patllan,qle_are d_t(_rmin_din the _tudy t_
ide_tlfy the Aerocapture limits for S02P a_)dtJranu_s.The atmosphere.*,u sed
for the entry traj(_ctoriesare 11sted in S_cti n I. lhitial trajectoriesw(',"e
,suppliedby JPL, then further refined at GE-R_; usin(.1developed vehicle
ao.rodynamicsand mass propertiesand control .,_stem characteristics. _or
purposes of this study, an accepted and proven entry trajectoryguidance and
control approach was used as recommendedby JP . The technique is analytic
drag control entry guidance and modulated lift vector ro,l control - a compl,:tely
autonomousmethod,
I_. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
lable II-I present_ a summary of the des, n and performan{'erequiremen_




S()?P.Ilranu_ 4._tn(lialm_t_r,6 Im 1_n!ith
MSI,_ 4. :,_llIdi,llili_tL'r. 9. (illi ] I_llflth
[atlm:hMa,;'_
SII2.P 2660 kg (l_i kml_e, ), _'M'I'_,,,.k_.l (13 kni/._ec)
MSR 5000 kg






CD 0.4 to 1.0
Launch Load 6 _.Iaxial
3 g lateral





The c_nfiquratlon ._iected for th_ g_n_rtc ,mr_capturo whlcl_ |_ capable
of packaqlnq the req_ir=xJpayla_d, flt_ wlthlrlLh_ lenqth and width con_tralnt_
(_fthe Space 5huttl_,payload bay, l_rnvlde._a l,ft t_ drag r_tla betweewl] _md 2,
,_nda drag cnefflcl(mtl}etwp.en0.4 and I q. TI()sppclflc packa!]Ingrequlr_m,mt,.,,
ILvp,,r_unlcentry purfnrm_mce requlrement_and ,,;rod,ynamlccharacteri_tlccrimrl;,
employed in the configurationscreening prates, aru outlined illTabl_ III-i.
Several _:lassesof configurationsexist t,h,,t meet tilehyper_on4cperformance
requirements. These include axisynwnetricand (lliptical cross section cones,
biconics and arbitrary cross section bodies. I,enerally,the sphere cones are
too long to meet the Space Shuttle payload bay length co,-'traintand package the
required payloads, llle existing aribtrary b(,dieshave been designed with ether
mission requirementsin mind (e.g., _ubsonic l,ndlng capability or lligherL/I)),and
flus,they are geometricallymore complex than necessary for this aerocapture!
aeromaneuw;r vehicle. Evaluationof the aerod namics of ellipticaland arbitrar,
cross section velliclesis more complex than fm the axisynmletricvehicles.
Elliptical and arbitrary cross section vehicle, were not consideredbecause
axisynmletricvehicles met the aerodynamic requ,rementsand provide a greater pay-
load volume. The class of configurationsthat lends itself to the packaging
constraints most readily is an axisynulletricbi,onic with ONOSE > OFRUSTUM. These
biconics can be trimmed at an angle of attack, simultaneouslyproducing both lift
and drag forces to provide maneuvering capabil ty. Trimming can be accomplished






Perhap_ the lea_t comp!ex concept is that (_f a fixed bent nose. which provlde._
a nearly fixed trlnlangle nf attack and the bat,kto turn _teerlng _Ipproach, This
cencept has bee.n_)valuat_.din d_.tailin severaJ DI]Dprograms and _u_c_._fully
demonstrated in oartllentry flight tp,._t_,It wa_ ther_t_.qhlyevaluated for Lhe
a(_roc,_pturemls_i_n and pre_enLs a f_a_ible, w,,llchar_Icterized,sol,tlen. The
aerodynamic _¢reenln(]and design procednre employ_d for this r.lassof maneuvering
(mtv'yvellicle Incl1_(les:
o fiPle,ct ,i ba_,i( i_ndy external ge(}metry l llat ,Icc(m_llodilte,_ the sp_f;if'le,l
payloadF,,rodIlli._etlithe launch vehlcl(,(._hutl:le),_yloadbay) constraints.
o D(._torminevariation of basic body CD, '/D, and aerodynamic center
location (XAC, YAC) with angle of atta k and select a trim angle of
attack to meet L/D and CD requlrement._
o Identify the required basic body canto of gravity location to provide
adequate yaw stabilitymargin at the t im angle of attack, to minimize
yaw angle (BT) excursions.
o Determine the control surface deflecti,_n(nose or flap) required to
trim the vehicle (_) with the selected c.g. location.
o Evaluate pitch stabilityat the trim e,_gleof attack to determine if
adequate pitch stabilityexists to minimize angle-of-attackexcursions.
o Iterate_.g. location, trim angle, control concept, and guidance
scheme to obtain acceptableyaw and pitch stability, as required.
o [!valuatelift vector control concepts.
I. A_erodynamicPredictionTechniques and Validation - The GE 3D Flow Field
(3DFF) capability has been used to provide accurate and rapid estimates of the
aerodynamiccharacteristicsof candidate maneuvering aerocapturevehicle con-
figurations. These techniques have been employed to generate the full set cf
aerodynamic coefficientsfor use in the mission/trajectorysimulations for the
selected configurations. The 3DFF system consists of two primary codes; a 3D
InviscidCode (31FF) (Ref. lll-l) and a 3D Viscous Code (3VFF) (Ref. III-2).




asymmetricnase_;bentn_sabQd|_sand aft sli:as. Th_ 3VFFd-nsigncode
c_n_Id_rsfl_wfeaturessuchas mass addlti_n'_romth_ th_.rma]prot_.ctlonsystem,
a_ymmntrlcb_ImdaPylayertransltl_nin th_ pl_chand yaw planp.s,and r_al_a_
(:hari_ctnrtstlcs.Thi_ ff,_ct_ef angle(_fatti_k on 1(_:a1propertyvarlatl_ns,
',|.reaml'Ino_pr¢)adlnfl,_ndch,m_o._in boundary]ayt_rprofilederlvatlw_ at the
w(lll_i|'(_.ii_cludodIn th(,(',od{_,Tl)einducedpr,_F_urnr(;)sultin_fromth{_vi_cou;_
1h_wi,_cal(ul,_d:(:(l,a_d the resultinfiaer_dyn,dc caofficlonts_re computed.
lh{)_i,(:_n_i_,l:of Lhe i||vlscidflow conLributio_sfor i'orce_nd moments_md
l,h_vl_;cousc{}ntributh_nscau,;odby inducedp_,ssur_and ski_friction. Itwas
_'Isoubedto predictthe aerotFermodynamicenv,ronm_ntof theentryconfigura-
tions. The aerodynamic,data g_neratedusing i_esecodeshavebeenverifiedby
exi,ensivegroundand flighttestingof ma_euve..ingbiconicentryvehicles.
2. yel.LiclR_A_rod_ynamicCoefficientDatal_mk _ Maneuv_,ringentryvehicle
designstudieshaw_g_nerateda largeaerodym_dc coefficientanalyticaland
experimentaldatabank for conicand biconicI ,dieswithvariouscontrolsurface,.
'[hisdatabdnkcoversa rangeof aft frustum_ gles,oF, from4 to 8 deg;fo,ward
_oseanglesoN, of 8 to 16 deg;noseradius-tcbreakradiusratios,RN/RI, of
0._ to 0.5; breakradius-to-baseradiusratim RI/RB, of 0.2 to l.O;Mach
Numbers_ to 20; and anglesof attackof 0,5 t, _I degreesin air,
The extentof the existingbiconicdatabe,k is illustratedin FigureI[I-1
and comparedto the L/D and CD rangespecifiedfor the genericaerocapturevehic_e.
Significantincreasesin CD of thisbiconicfa,ilyresultfromsli_ht(2-5degrm;)
increasesin angleof attack. Thiseffecthas beenevaluatedfor the selected
.... uoncepts. Althoughsome separatedflewis exr ctedon the leewardside,the
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pv'_,:_uresther_ are quite l_ ther_fare, it i: anticlpat_d that the.windward
pressur_ d_mi',_at_and no ._gnificar_t_hlft in CD _r (:Loccurs with s_para_i_n
(m_01_tat the.hiqhor anqlp,_of attack.
Ih(, AFFDI/MI_A£ hype.r*,nnic arl_itrar.y hE}dy (,, mp_te.r pro!:tram tlARI_,Ite.ferel,:,,
III..3, ha,, l),,en ellll)l[_yed to dete.rmlne the,am_e,vnamlL L:hara('.t_rl,_tl_r, ()i the.
,i(,l(,FL(*d _:(_nflqlir,HLi(lli ,)t Vi_r'y ht!llI all_lee_ of , ltack (>213dn_lr_;P,fi). TtI(, tlARI_
v',,,_lllln t:()mp,_r,.,,.p_iL,_w_:.'ll wtth the fla}w fh::ld r(!5l_ltfi In the tnti_rl_LP.dtate avi!ile
(_1 aLl._]ck rdll!je, wtl_,l_ohnl.i_ t.i!_llni(|ut_; Wl,r(_.II._e_.
I]. GLNI_RI(]AIJ_(_CAPTIIR[IVEttICLE CONFIGURATION_KLE:CT[ON
l_itially (_ go_l _._(_se_tablished to ut11Iz, a coInlllOna(3rodyilalillcconfi,quratlon
fnr th(,5021',MSR, awd UraHu_ wd_slons. A con,cal frustulllextension could be
ddd(,dto the,MSR A(trom_0e.uveringconfigurationto accovm1_odatehe MSR Aerocapture
l),,rti_)_uf the ml_ion.
lh(,configurati(m,_select_,din the previeu, study for Mars Aerocaptuv,eMissluw
f,,_silHlity,idewtified in Figure III-2 as 7-6 _nd 5=7 (Referewce I-l) were
c,msi(lev'eda_ major cawdidate,;for the generic _erocapturemission, two addition,,l
[
c._nfiguratim_swere ev,]luated.One configurat }n, 7-10, exhibited charactev-istic_.
9,,ometricallyin betwem_ thuse two previously _lected and a new configuration_ i
identifiedas 4-4, appeared to provide adequat payload par.kagiv_gvolume _ith
r_,ducedsurface area, Figure III-2.
Selected aerodynamiccharacteristicsof th _e ca_didate basic body confiq-
urations are su_m_arizedin Table III-2. To _a ,_tainpayload packaging flexibilit/
of this generic aerocapturevehicl_ concept, t _ cDnfigurationthat maximizes
the payload volu_e, _an packableth_ larger spl_,'icalpayload at the required
aero_.apturevehicle c._I.location,and has the further aft e,g. location





II_ Table. III.-2. Confi_l_ration 7-6 w_s again ._lected a_ repr_sentlng the most
,It.ractlw, _:cJnflqur_t|_n, fjlwn the general ml, _Ion_ re.qulrp.m_nt._, Flgur_. I II_3.
l,,r l,hl, M,;II Ib.r,], ,!lJl.ur'P llli_J, l(lll, a _:nnl,: |rllSl.lqil [_xti._l_,ll}ll Wil,; ,id,h.,,l l,_J
,i_L_mmi_d_iL,;l.i_,_ ,!ddJtl_n,11 p_!yl.n_!d, Flqurt) III I, I'h15 v,_hl,_l,, i _, Id,,nl!fl_d
In l'al_l_: ill-? a_, _:nnflquratlon 7..12.
lh_ itPr_dyfh_mic _harlff;Ler'l_tlcs _c_eeonedtu i',ht_ p_'lnl__ar_, for zero _lot_e
b,qld(_Ince nose bend It,u!_uallya second _rder effect o_ CL, C0, L/l)and the
r,,qulredXCG)and a flight m_:diumof air. Cal_,.!atlonsl_aw be_n made for the
.;;.,Ivctedconfigurationu,_l_qtl_e31FF code to ,'etermlnethe effect of nose
l,,ml,_n_ll(_.,n tl_eaxial critterof pressure loc.tion Irtthe pitch plane and thus
d(,t,prmim,thp nose he_tdanqle requiro,d to meet the desired trim angle of attack.
IIH,,,;{;resu11._were ari(jlnallyrOported in ReferenC,e l-I and are presented here
In Figure 111-4 For ¢omplete_e._s,for the free.,treamconditions typlcal of
i_itial pull-up in Mars in a fllght medium of (;02. Note that an axlal e.g.
Iocatio_ of {}.738Lapex with a nose bend angle of 7 degrees results;in a tri_
angle of 20 degrees while maintaininga very e,l_quate(by standard dv.sign
practice)yaw stability h_arginof 2.B percent. Axial and normal force coefficient
variationswith nose bend angle and angle of _ tack are illustratedin Figure j
III-5. l.on_litudinalstability characteristic,_ for the configurationwith a
,,_electednose bend angle of 7 degrees are illu trated in Figure III-6. This
configurationprovides a pitch stabilitymargi _, Xc__ Xac = dCM._ at the 20
LA " _ dCN
degree trim angle of -O.OB4 (stable). The for e coefficientsand moment coefficient
derivativesdue to pitch and yaw are provided For use in the 3DOF and 6DOF
trajectory and control slmulations in Ta_)leII -3.
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For the purpose of this feasibility study, the lnvtsctd aerodynamic
characteristics are assumedto be independent of gas composition, an assumption
that will be evaluated in the next phase of the program. The tnvtscld axial
fQrce coefficient do_s not Include a contribution due to the vehicle base. The
axial force increment Identified as ACAvlscousconststs of increments due to
skin frtctton and tnduced pressure. For turbulent flow, the sktn friction
contribution is the domtn_=_contribution, providing 91 percent of ACAviscou_
i
for the MSRcase, Turbulent flow is to be exp :ted due to the-magnitude of the
= freestream Reynolds Numberat pull up, 9 x 10( basedon vehicle length. The i
totalaxlalforcecoefficientIncludesan esti Ireof the base-dragincrement _i
J The skinfrictioncontributionto aCAviscousi expectedto varywithboth gas i
' i
compositionand vehiclesize,but due to the s zeof the inviscidtermwill I
i have lessthana lO percenteffecton the tota axial _ercecoefficient.These :
effectshavebeenneglectedin this feaslbil-ltstudy.
An unsteadyflowfieldcodeexists,Refere.,ceIll-4,tO predictthe dynamic
dampingcoefficientsCmq + Cm_.and CNq + CN_ o sphereconeand blconlcvehicles.
For thisfeasibilitystudy,however,it is re_ nmendedthata representativevalu,_
of -0.2/radianbe used for bothcoefficients the 6DOF simulations.
The localpressuredistributionsoverthe enericaerocapturevehiclehave
beenpredictedat the selectedtrimangleof _ tackand providedfor use in the
structuralanalysistask.
2. AerodynamicCharacteristicsof MSR Vet cle
Inviscidaerodynamic omputationshavebe, made for the Mars SampleR_turn
vehicleemployingboth the GE 31FFand the HAl codes in CO2. Solutionsw(re
obtainedon 31FFfor anglesof attackof 10 ar 15°, and on HARB for angle_of
attackup to 25°. At 20° angleof attack,31t would not producea solutiondue
Ill-6
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to development of local subsonic flow regions in the body shock regime. Axial and
normal force coefficients, lift to drag ratiO, and axlal center of pressure
location variationwith angle of attack are.ii,ustratedIn Figure Ill-7. the
axial force coefficient Includes an estimate _ the ba_e drag and an Incren_ent
due to _kin frictien and induced pressure in C,I2, scaled from rosult_ nf tl,e
prevl(_us tudy,
3. Generic Aeroca.ptureConfiur_n_! Icabili___(_._._Ae:r_oma_Net=/yg_ry._J_ _ "
lhe aerOmaneuv_-r-portionof the MSR mission at Mars consists of a control1_d
lifting entry from close Mers orbit where the ,erodynamiccharacteristicsof
the generic aerocapture vehlcle at lower freestreamMach Numbers must be defined.
An examinationof the basic body characteristi,s at M= = 4 in air, Reference I-1,
indicatesan aft movement of the pitch center ,f pressure ((_= 0.5_) from the
M = 20 case. Using this as an indicationof otential yaw center of pressure
movement, we would expect this configurationt, experience a gain in yaw
stability at the lower MacllNumbers. Base dra_ would also be increasing,thus
contributing to a general reduction of L/D.
Predicted axial center of pressure loc.,tionfor the aeromaneuver vehicle
is expected to vary somewhatwith freestream M,_chNumber. For a fixed center of
gravity location, this results in a predictabl, small trim angle of attack
variation. Tl_iseffect is _sually greater for the aeromaneuverportion then the
aeroc_pture because of the larger freestreamM ch Number range. In additi(n,
some uncertainty exists in the predicted vehic e aerodynamiccharacteristic_s.
lypical flight experience has demonstrateda 3 aerodynamiccoefficient axial an,
normal force predictionaccuracy of +_lOpercen , given the angle of attack. The
:; -C
impact of these uncertainties,along with the eed for real time measurement of I/D,
should be addressed in future studies.
III-7
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4, Generic Aeroca_tureVehicle F]aP Chara.terlstlcs
For purposes of thi_ feasibility analysis, split windward flaps are
c(}nsideredas one techniquefor providingrollcontrolfor the 7 degreebend
n_u confi,quratluns.Inorder to providedatafor estimationof flapactuation
r(;quirement_,preliminaryestimate_of hingme rantsgeneratedby the differential
fl_tp dnflectlonhaw_hewnmade.
Basicdata for thisanalysiswereobtainedfromwind tunneldatafor flaps
m(_untedon d similarforebody. The hingemomentrequirement,Ch, sensitivityto
e.g.Offsetwas evaluatedfor two conditions:I) fora basicrollmoment
coefficient,Cl6 capabilityof 0.002,i.e.,th, flapsare initiallydeflected
at an anglesuchthatas the flapsare differeJtiallydeflected+ l degreethe
changeinC1 due to aF is0.00020;(thiswas a:complishedat _F = 7,0);and
2) for the flapsinitiallytrailingat a aF = )or a Cl6 --0.00009.






AB - Referencearea = v(ffclebasearea
l - distancefromflap :eadingedgeto flapcenter
of pressure(used. 5 LFLAP)
LA - referencelength(_,h|cleaft frustumapexlength) J
NOTE: AF/AB : 0.182 I
ITotalFlapChord= 0.326C
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These hinge moments for an angle of attack of '0 degrees ar_ shownJn Figure
IIl-_. A1_o presente.dar_ ttl_ maximum flap deflection angl_s required to provide
tht,necessary roll tQrque. As would be expect,d, the large lateral c.g. offsets
_.tu_t,large hln.qeincrementsto control torque.
The,_edata and analyses have been used to _rovide informationfor the initial
_oaslbiltty _tudius for roll control of a bent nose vehicle. Additional analyses
w(_u]dbe performed to optimize the roll contr(_lscheme. Items to be considered
would be nose bend an(.Ile,flap geometry, body Jico.geometry, and possible use of
split flaps (located off of the windward ray).
C. SUMMARY
Potential maneuvering vehicle basic body (.mdidates have been screened for the
_lenericaerocapture missions considering the l,_ckagingconstraintsand the desired
,_erodynamicperformancecharacteristics. A single configurationwas selected for
the S02P and Uranus Aerocapture,and MSR aerol,meuver vehicle applicationswith
n conical frustum addition to perform the MSR lerocal)tureapplication. These were
,.electedbased on l_eetingthe ¢_erodynamicha_Icteristicsrequirements,ease of
packaging the given payloads in the vehicles atldthe vehicles in the Space Shutti_
l_ayloadbay, minimizing the nose bend r_q'.!ire(to trim the vehicle, minimizing
the vehicle surface ar(,awhere possible and p_ widing some degree of longitudinal
,_nddirectional static stability. Configurat )ns selected are surm_larized_n




Dominant flow rofllmo.sfor the.aerocapturo.,ehlcl_ is continuum flow w|th
turl_ulo.ntflow present over most of the vehlc], at pu]1 up,
At_rodynamic haracteri_tic_do.finedhave.c _nsideredthe Invi_cld_skln
Irlction and induced pro_ure o.ff_ct._,althoutltonly the Inviscld effects are
of fir._tord_,r.
: III-IO
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'rabl_ !I!_!__onfi_urat!op__S,re_ni..qCrJteria
'_Ickagin!ji_,equlrem(mts Fitwith n shuttlepayloadbay




PerformanceRequirements 1.0 _ L/} < 2.0
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Table ]1I-3 Generic Aerocapture Veh_:le A_rodynamtcs Sunnllar,y
Configuration ,.6
,_ _ 20_', R _ 30, Rey., _ 3.5 ,_ lO5/m
Force Coefficients CO2
Pitch
low CAia_v Xcp/LA C0 CL LID
:ate PB = P- ACAvisc°us CAt°tal cNinv :Nt°tal
= m |J ,i
inar 0.245 0.0158 0.262 0.692 0.690 0.736 0.482 0.559 1.16
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IV. THERMAL PROTECTI{}HSUBSYSTEM I
]
A. AEROTHI_RMODYNAMiCDESIGN APPROACH
State-of.the-artminimum nlassThermal Prot,ction Systems, TPS, that meet all
atmaspherlc_.ntryrequir_,me,_t_have been _elec ed fQr the Generic AeracaptLir,,
mi._i(m_. _;incetl)omass of the TP5 and its s pp(}rting_ub_tructure i!_i_ma,ior
p,rtl_n of the aerocapture vehicle, selection f a minimum-mass TPS concep_
rlrc,_tly(,nhanc_,_the p,)t_mtial science return _pnefits of the aerocapture
mi_,si{n concL,pt.
R_ferenc,;entrv/J,_ajectoriesupplied by J L wure used for initial scre(,rring
{}facceptable entry corridors. Employing the .redicted aerodynamiccharacter-
istics of the selected Generic Aerocapturecon igurations,entry trajectories
were computed and control simulationsconducte._as a part of this study. A
nulnberof reference heating parameterswere si,lultaneouslycomputed elliploying i!
e:_gineerlngcorrelations for eventual use In sizing the thermal protection
systei}is.Results from the selective calculati_)nsof the 3D inviscid and viscous
flow field codes were used to establish the sh,)ckshape, local pressure, local i
Reynolds number, and local laminar turbulent flow, which results in a signilican_ 1
increase in local heat transfer rates, was bas,,don available flight test
transitiondata correlationsanalytically scal(_dto the Aerocapture vehicle
geometry. The thermal protectionmaterial thi kness was sized to limit the
maximum bondline/structuretemperatureto 600_ (SgOt',),a contemporarydesign
practice based on bond strength degradation, ypically, during the period of
maximum entry loads, the bond and structure a_ at room temperatureand reach
their peaks during the long soak out after th( l_eatingperiod is over and the
strurtural loads are minilllal.TPS requiremen' were evaluated considering both
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B. CONVECTIVE IiEATTRANSFER DESIGN TECHNIQUES
;i
The convective heating rate distributionsto the aerocapture vehicle have
beerlcalculated by means of the GE 3D Viscou_ I_undary Layer Code, 3VFFF
(Ref. III-2). This program calculates the Lee;IEck_rtReference Enthalpy and
Va(lli{_+l._urinlaminar, transitionaland turbul_nt heating rate distributions,
a.*,well as _kin friction a_d viscous draq owr '_phere-con_and biconic con-
fi(luration_;,_tan!lieof ,)tl:ack.The code uses integralboundary laye_ technique:;,
includin!lentropy _wallowingeffects, along bo_t_darylayer edge loci computed
t)nthe basis oF tilelocal pressure gradient. ")heinviscid flow field pressure
and shock shape are obtained from data generat(d by the GE 3D Flow Field Program
(Ref. Ill-l), 31FF.
Coml)arisonof the 3VFF heating predictions_ith wind tunnel data in ai_ .is +'
shown in Figure IV-I for a representativebico_ic geometry for M = 12.0. Vaglio-
Laurin local heating distributionswere u_ed i_ these predictionsand in all
aerocapture vehicle frustum heat protectionan,lyses. The good agreement shown
i_ this figure is typical and thus verifies th, prediction techniques for the!
bic(_nicclass of configurationsthat will be u'ed as baseline in this study.
Local convective heat transfer distributionsh,.vebeen computed at conditions
representativeof peak heating in CO2 and are :llustratedin Figures IV-2 and IV-].
I. Atmosphere Models - Atmospheric densit;,and speed of sound variations
with altitude were provided by JPL and are pre,ent in Figures IV-4 and IV-5
for the various planets.
2. Reference Laminar Stagnation Point Hea Transfer - The Reference lan'inar
stagnationpoint heat transfer rate in CO2 at he stagnationpoint of a hemi-
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V' I1_I__.! 156x IO"'_(HR - hW) _ W• _'N cm_''Z'
where: PS in Atm.
RN in m
IIR. hw in J/KG
lht_ appr(_achw,_F,_t_.l_ct_daft(_rcomparing the Jvatlah1_hypersonic ground t..._t
d,}tain CO?.to theoreticaland semi-eIBpirical,_)pro,_ches._uggestedby variou
investigators,Ref. IV-l, and to our 3D vi_cou, flow field solutions in lO0'
CO2 employinu Lees' solution, Figure IV-6. Estimates of the laminar stagnat on
point heat transfer in CH4 were also computed _ith the above expression•
The reference !aminar stagnation point hea_ transfer rate in 89% H2 - II He
(by volume) (:anbe approximatedby:
qs _ 3.50 x 10-6 (HR-h w) ._/-I_7
_ !'N
lhi:;,_ppY.}a_;hwas sele_:tedfor consistencywitl the CO2 results and after
_,xalllinin_]r(,sultspresented by Moss for Juvian entry, Rei. IV-2, Figure IV-7
3. Reference Maximum Turbulent Heat Transfer Rate - Far the range of pl :neta'y
uf_tr'yconditions considered, transition to turl,ulentflow will occur prior t_
peak heating as far fo_ard as X/RN = 3, excep' for the shallow Titan entrie.
where it occurs after peak laminar heating (Figure IV-21). Vehicle shape, a_gle
of attack, and free stream density and velocit are the first order paramet(_s
,_ffectingm,_jnitudeof the turbulent heat tran fer rates. Gas composition _
expect:edto he a secow_dorder effect for CO2 a d CII4.
i_ IV-3
IlL .i.. _
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The ref_.renceturbulent heat transfer rate in C02 is taken as th_ maximum
value of the Lurhulentheat transfer rate accusing on a hemi._ph_ricalnose at
z_ro angl_ of attack. It can be shewn that this maximum occurs at about 33" off
th_ _t.agnaLi(_npoint, a._sunlin9a m_difie)dNewt,nlan pressure distributinnan4
can b_ c;_sLin tt_,rmsef the free stream cnndit ()n_,Ro.f.IV-3. a_:
q'lR_'2 _ 1.943 x I0"7 r_O,'BV
lhe constant has been increased for air by a f.ctor of 1.24 to bring the est;mate
into line witllair results from the 3VFF code. Estimates of tllereference
turbulent heat rate in CH4 were also computed _ith the expression above.
The reference turbulentheat transfer rate to a hemisphere in 89':¢H2 - ll'X,He
is approximatedby:
qTRNO.Z--6.15 x I0"8 pO.8 V
The constant in this equation was selected after examinationof the non-_lowing
turbulent heat transfer results presented by M,,ssfor Jovian entry, Refs. IV-4
!o IV-6.
4. Turbulent Leeward - Turbulent leeward eating data in air for spherically
blunted cones at angle of attack has been revi wed by Nestler, Ref. IV-7.
lleconcluded that leeward turbulent heating le els are less than zero angle f
attack values and are relatively independento freestream Reynolds Number,
h
approachinga h = 0 - .3 for _/0c values gre ter than about 2. Typical _,.c
J
values of this study range from about 3 to 4 f r the aft cone. This value c_ I
Ih
_---_= .3 was used throughout this study, in ependent of gas composition _d
tI = 0
angle of attack. This is considered a reasona le approach at this stage of eval-






Th_ Plone_r Venus and Ga111eo Programs haw_ provided recent impetus for the
d_vP.lopm_ntof full viscous shock layer solutl,_nsfor the radiative,heat f1_.
distributionell_pher_ cones, Ref. IV-B and IV-2, a_ well as more approximat.,
te,chniques, R_fs. IVy9 and IV-t0. De__ignstudies have previously been comp1,.ted
u._In_the._etLechnique_In boU_ C02and 112- llemlxtur_ and reported In Refs. IVy5,
IV_ll, and IV-l?. For thi,_initial assessment of radiative heat transfer ra.es
i experienced by the Generic Aero¢apture vehicle, engineering correlationscortIster_t
with results produced by these more comprehensivecodes have been employed t(,
(,stablishapproximate radiativeheating levels.
i I. St.a.gnationPoint Radiative Heat Transfe_r- The radiativeheat transfer
('alculationsin CO2 are based on the non-adlabc_ticshock layer results of Pa_.le
and Woodward, Ref. IV-13, which is an extenslm_ to the Venus atmosphere of a
theory previously applied to earth entry, Ref. IV-14. In order to facilitate>
design calculations,the radiative heating lew;Is given in Ref. IV-13 as Tal)leI
ir_terms of re=entry velocity, stagnation to r(:'ferem:epressure ratio, and _ =ock
layer standoff distance have been correlated, Ref. IV-15, by separating the ,'esults
into three velocity regimes. The equation defiring thls correlation is:
• ' t _'WlCm2'
qRNA°
where:
:-19,2, _, = 6.2(I05), V® _ 7(_00m/sac
,_--.4.1, X = 2(I0"_), 7000., V® < 10,000 m/sac
,,_ 9.12,X ::2(102), lO,O00 , V= _ 13,000m/sac
p _ local pressure in at=_ospher.,s
t_o_ shock standoff distance in centimeters
IV-5
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Although th_ usu_l!y a_cepted vaTue of the _xp_n_nt of adiabatic shock standoff
distance is O,fi, a value of 0,5fi appeared to give a slightly better comparison
with tile re';ults Qf Parle and Woodward. Figure IV-A is a plot of the radiative i)
tmat flux calculated using the correlation _qu,=Lion vs. the values given tn i
R_f. IV-13. The radiative rat_ Qf Page and I,l(_odwardwere used since they are
t.ht)most r_c(_ntcomplete param_trlcresults av,_ilable,and because the results
of previous analy,_es,such as those of Wolf and Spteg_l, Ref. IV-16, wore no
:. in a form suital_Iofor ()as(_,Of computation,or (lidn¢}tinclude tl)eimportant
CO (+4) contributiont_}the heating rates in a carbon dioxide atmosphere.
Since the published Page and Hoodward radi,Jtiveheating rates are for a
non-adiabaticshock layer, no correction factor wa_ necessary to account for
non-isothermaleffects, This correlation of the Page and Woodward results hLs
been applied to several Pioneer Venus design cases and compares favorably, Figure
IV-g, to the more complete calculationsreported by Brewer, Ref. IV-12, empic)ying
the computationaltechnique developed by Falanqa and Olstad, Ref. IV-9.
Also oF t:oncernis the effect of shock lay,,rcooling on the convective t_,atir.._
Figure IV-lO presents a plot of the staqnation point convective heating res,,ts
of Page a_d Woodward compared to the stagnation,point rates p.'edictedby the,
n_ethodsof Zoby, Ref. IV-17, Marvin and Deiwert, Ref. IV-18. Note that the
Page and Woodward results are for 90:;,',,CO?, lON 2, while the other theories are
for I00'i',CO_. Also, the Marvin and Deiwert results are calculated using the'r
simplifiedequatim_ (EquatiGn II, Ref. IV-18), No significantdifference du: to
shock layer cooling is indicatedby the result, of Figure IV-IO.
The radiative heat transfercalculations i_ He - H2 mixtures are based ( a
correlation of the Project Galileo stagnation i_ointresults reported by Brev.r,
[_rant,and Fogaroli, Refs. IV-IO and IV-ll. The Galileo results were genera.ed
IV-6
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based on the viscou_ shock layer solutt_n_ of Hoss, R(_f. IV-2, for the radiative
flux di_tributlQn al_ng th_ surfacesof large ,,ngle sphere cones and hyperbololds
and the tabulatedmatrix of precalcuIat_dRAD/IQUAL cod_ re_ult._of Nicnll;t,
lh._f._,lV-l_)and IV-?f). lhE;correlati_}nsOf th,'l'roj()ctGa'lil,:oreslilt,,,is
i1_ndp.l_dafter that su_.qe_t(_dby Stickferd and rlenard,Ref. IVy21, far a 61'/,If2-
_6'_;lie- 3',,No mixture and take_ the form, Fl.qtlreIV-If, of:
qRAo _ x p,,, 11041 'o
lla_edon the results presented in Ref. IV-IO, he radiative heating can be
expected to l)ea factor of two higher for the ,eavyatmosphere (78% H2) and bout
half'the nominal value for the light atmospher (lO0'X,H2).
llyper_onicradiative heat transfer results in CH4 are not yet available, and
(.leneratiehof then_was beyond the scope of thi study. For purposes of esti _ativv!
the r,_diativehea-t--t,ransfer from radiating CH¢ the COZ correlationwas empl _yed.
Preliminaryresults of computations in radiati,gCH4-N2 mixtures, Ref. IV-3},
indicate this to be a reasonablyconservative ,pproach.
2. Shock Stand Off Distance - The shock s and off distance around the r._try
probe is obtained from an exaci General Electr c flow field calculation in 1_0% ,
CO,,. This L:alculatio_techniquehas been well validated in air, e.g., see P:f.
]V-22. The full shock shape employed is showt in Figure ]V-I2. The stagna; on i
$_ointadiabatic shock stand off distano, is c_ ,paredin Figure IV-13 to Serf n, 1
Ref. IV-23, and Li-Geiger, Ref. IV-24, relationshipsfor predicting the sho_
stand off distance in air. The flow fi_,ldre.,__|t favors the Li-Geiger rela_ on-
,hip. Ridyard and Storer denlonstratedin Ref. IV-25 floatfor values of p2/_ > Z:}
lhe Li-Geiger relationship is preferredover S,,rbin. In addition, Serbin, P;f.
IV-?
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!Vo?3, nnd Storer. Ref. IV-26. have r_cognized that the shock stand off dist_mce !i
can b_ correlated for various gases wltha sin(11eparameter,p2/p,_,the denBity il
ratio across the _h_ck. Therefore, the agreement of the air and CO2 re,_ult_Is
nnt surprlslng. Thls correlationwas used to estimate the sho_k stand off
distance in the CH4 and li2-Hemixtur_.
radiative h_atin!lov_r the conical _ction of Lhe vrhicle has b(_pner_Llmat.ed
Irum a review el"the sphere cone dlstributlom r(,port(_din [igure 5 of Re,f.
IV-IO for H2 - He mixtures and in Figure 8 of Ref. IV-12 f_r CO2. Employing
a tangent cone approach, the equivalent cone _,}gleof our forward frustum is
40_ at _ • 20". This results in the radiatiw, heat flux dropping to about
20'I,of the stagnation point value at X/R N > 2"
D. ABI.ATIVFMASS LOSS
S_ver'alspecific materials, representing !leneralclasses of ablators, we,e
(;valuatedfor generic aerocapturemission applications, For the milder heating
experiencedby the MSR and some areas of the S02P, thermallyefficient, shap,,
stable charring ablators are attractive. The_:eablators include ESM 1004X-N3,
ESM IO04AP and SAM. The ESM's are of the foa_t:edsilicone elastomer family which
have a tailorabledensity. The IO04X-NS and lO04AP have densitiies of 240 a_d
580 kg/m3 and are shape stable to heat flux levels of 85 and 99 W/cm2. SAM, a
derivative of Silica RSI, is expected to be shape stable at heat fluxes up to
85 Wlcm2,
For those areas of the vehicle and those missions that receive heat trapsfer
rates above 90 W/cm2, higher performanceablators that experiencechar surface
recessio_ by melting, vaperi_ation,subllmati()n,or mechanical scrubbingmust be !
red,sidereal,I_ the h_at flux ra_qe of opproximately90 to 565 W/cm2, ESM I(l{)4LPS
O000000 -TSD10
(PV :_8BG kg/m3) w111 probably provide the llghtest weight heat pr_taction optiori.
P_.rformanceof this material, in an air envirQrqnenthas been described in ReI.
,)
IV_27. Char meltinq c(m_menc_._at a heat transler rate af abrupt90 W/cm' and
pr()c_)d._i thigher m_lt rate,_a_ tht_heat tran:_f_rrate I,_increased. The
varlatln!_of cllarma:_s1{}_:_rate with Incidentheat fl(_xin alr i_ 11lu_trat,d
in Fiquv'eIV-14, t+akoI_from Ref, IV+27, and i_ im_orporatedin Rf:KAP. Tli(_
m,_,_,_lo_c,rat{,Is not expected to he affect(,dby the atmospherlc(ill_,compoF_ili_n.
,)
A,,tht_h(_atflux increases into the range of 565 to I130 W/cm'_.material,
like phenolic nylon (Pv = 1200 Kg/m3) may be attractive, This n_aterialhas ,m
aLtracti_e thermal ¢ondm;tivityand is nearly _l_apestable for ]ow value_ of
a_rodynamic shear (_.48N/m_), Ref. IV-28. For _hear levels above 48 N/m?, tl,e
char fails mechanq:ally and is swept away, thu._forcing the use of a material
like carbon phenolic. Flight and ground test _}ar removal data were evalua-t(,d
in Ref. IV-2B. For aerodynar.ficshear levels alove 48 N/m2, a corr_.lationof
_'Ichw
char removal data was made of the form Q* : _ _ : f (IIR - hw). For v,,lues
_'_urface
qreater than 27.8 MJ/kg (VE --7.5 km/sec) Q* .w ]1.2 MJ/kg. This value has b en
employed to generate material tradeoffs in thi study.
For application in the higher heat flux a_ _s, _'_ I130 W/cm2, material, of
the carbon pl_enolicfamily (Pv : 1450 kg/m3) a e usually attractive. The r, ent
activity on the Pioneer Venus and Galileo prog zms and the many Earth entry
scientificand strategic p_ograms have provide a large bank of both analytical
and test results. Ablation material surface r _ctions with the dissociated
boundary layer have been modeled for severai c rbon atmosphere combinations,
Carbon ablation in CO2 was evaluated for the F )neer Venus program_ Ref, IV. _.
It was shown that the differencebetween perfu _ance in CO2 and air is smal_ in
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the subllmatlml r_gl_n and in the dlffu,_ton conLrQlled regime the mas_ !o_ is
_lb_uL60H greater in £02, Figure IV-15. Carbonablatton in H2 - He mlxtures wa_ !1
_valuated far the Galilno p_,_ogram,RPf, IV_IQ, In this ca_e, a muchgreater !_it
differonce wa_ Qb_orvedbetween th_ air and H2 - HP_results, Figure IV_15,
!,ublimat.lon1_;_e_*.ntO co_1(_ncoarllerIn the IIp_- He mixturethan in air (_,'
C_),,_md th_wall qa_ onthalpy,the erimar_ter_JtllaLcontrol_the carbor_su_'a_e
#
_'t:¢(_,_iol_(hl.qherhw resultingIn l_wermas._1(,,_ rate_)_t5 50_n t_ he coI_
:,ideral_]yhl(lherfor the II_=, llemixture, Carl_onma_ lassrate_|r_di'_oci_Led
CII4 wore u¢lavailableat initiationof tl_Istud.y,and haveboon recentlygeog,.rate,l,
1'hes¢_resultsar_.i11ustr_todin FigureIV-15'eora localpressureof one





throughuse of designcorrelationsderivedfru_,the resultsof the GE Reaction
KineticsAblationProgramtREK"I. The REKAP,,blatlonanalysistechnique(R,:f.
Iv-2q)was developedto providepredictionsof the _urfacerecession,degrad-=tio_
and therBalpenetrationfor a varietyof mater,alsover a wide rangeof flight
conditionsand environments.The programincl,,desthe decompositionof a pl_stic
materialand the flowof pyrolysisgasesthrou,h a porouschar, the effecto._"
mas._additim_on aerodynamicheat transfer,su,'facerecessioncausedby meliing
and/orvaporization,and the oxidationand vap,,rizationf graphitlct)'pe
materials, Thiscodehas made possiblethe an...lysisof numerousmaterials
includingthe siliconeand epoxyelastomers(e g., ESM),carbonphenolic,the
IV-t0
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family af graphites and carbon-carbon ¢empe_lt,,_, teflon, ._tltca phenolic,
phenolic nylon, heron nitrld_, quart_z, _!nd atl or _tllca_ba_e.d glassy materl,_l_ 1_
l lke RSI ,ild 5AM, Th_ REKAPcomputer cede ha_ be_.n u_ed ._UCCeSsfully on a number |
uf ground and fllqht to__t praqr,_lll_,
[he IP5 d_|_ln ratlenal_ for the a_rocaptule, whlcl(_; lnwlv_._ _peclfJcal:lnn
_f b(md and r,truct.,re thlrkne._e.5 and maximum ,,llowablr, t.emper_Lur_s In both band
i_nd 5t,r,(:ttlre, In t:tle pr_.l*lminary v_h!cle de_ qn i_ha_, the,. heat_hi_ld mat(_,'ial'_
h,_w_he,_n ._'l/(,d and I_onded with _5.4 it_ of an _"lV ,_tltc.one (,,la_tomer to the
,_Lru_:l,ur_:. lh_, peak bond t_,ml_t;rature *i,_, limt1..d L(_ 5g()K wtth the ._tructur_
,,(}aktng out to a l:emp_:r_ture of nearly 590K at _,_time when loads are low, 'l_n
1PS *i,_normally selected by review of thu heat,ng rates for the range, of tr_
,iectories considered and usually sized by the larger heating loads of the sh._llow
path angle trajectory.
I. IIEATPROTECTIONMATERIAL SELECTION
I. General Considerations- Heat protectim material selection is driv(n by
the requirement to minimize the total TPS wei(,_twhile choosing from contemtorary ,i
' /i
_,aterials.Other materials m_y h_,comeavaila[le pr|or to hardware imple_ne_tio_
of the aerocapture vehicle. It has been found that a meaningful parameter to
indicate potential range of a materials appli{_tion is the peak heat transfer
rate _xpected. The w_riation of the peak hea_ transfer rate on the aerocaplure
vehicle forecone on the windward meridian acn _s the entry corridors for th,,MSR,
S02P and Uranus entry vehicles is illustrated in Figure IV-16. The peak hE,L
transfer rate also varies significantlyover '_e aerocapturevehicle, Figur
IV-17 and IV-18, being as much as a factor of _ive lower than the windward




2, RSRThermal ProtecttQfl Selections - Th,, MSRc_nfiguratton evaluat_d Is
a scaled down version of the Mars Single Ml_si,,nAerQcapture Vehicle selectPd in
the previou_ study, Ref. I-l. with a conical s Irt extension added to the aft
_,rustumoFigure III-1, f_r a total length of t.6M. R_ference heat transfer,
Irpp_tr_am R_.yn_Id._Number, and dynamic pr_u e w_r_ comput_d during the guldan_.e
,rodcontrol stud'IL,_and are _u_mllarizedIn TaPl. IV-I.
Followln[lthe b_undary lay_.rtran_itio_on.or crlt{_.rialogic outlined il,Ref.
l-l, a_ Earth entry flight deriwd Re_ criteri,, Ref, IV-30, has been appli_,l
t.uthe MSR vehicle. In simplify this study, the local Re.(}boundary layer trip
_;rit(,rlaha_ boon tran_lat(_'dback to a freestr't,amReynolds Number. It wa_
determined that for tl}eMSR vehicle, the free_.,roa_i_Reynolds Number that would
r(;sultin turbulent flow _overing most of the dndward side of the vehicle
would be a 2.2 x I0 /meter. A review of the vtlues of Rey_ at max'
fable IV-I, indicates that transition to turbu!ent flow wii1 have occurred prior
• 0.2 D,ploying techniques lescribedin Section IV-B, heatI;othe peak of qTRN .
transfer rate tittlehistories for a represental:re forward cone body point on th_
windward meridian (X/RN = 12.5) have been gen( ated for the range of entry lJ,_th
angles and are illustratedin Figure IV-19. I .attransfer rate distributio_over
the vehicle at the ti_,_eof peak heating is il _stratedfor the steep path a lle
in Fiqure IV-17. lhe general heat protection _aterialselectioncriteria F .'e
l_eensuperi_Hposedon this Fi(lure. The paramel_rsthat drive the sizing of '_e
heat protectionr,aterialsare ti_etime integr_:ed heat flux and the heatincj_ime.
It is seen from Table IV-l that these paramet_"sare maximum for the shallo
path angle entry case, The TPS materials sel(:ted from considerationof th
peak heat flux values of the steep trajectory,Figure IV-I/, have been sizc,
for the time integrated heat flux and heating imes experiencedduring the
IV-I?
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.. shallow trajectory. Thesa heat loads and heat protectionmaterial requirements
_,._ are _ummarized in Table !V-2.
The ablative materials selected are consl_(:entwith those ,_electeda_ mlT_Im_m
_:. w_.ightcandidat_ far the pr_vlous Mars AerocalJtureVehicle Definition Study,
•_, R_f, I--l,_ince the p_k heat transfer rates, heat loads and heating times {ire
--. quite similar.
lhe MSR vehicle require_ a thermal protection material on the aeromaneu,.er
vohicle that can function in a rousab'lemode. It must _unction during the
derocapturemaneuver and then ,_ubsequentlyduring the entry maneuver. Low
(len._ityablators such as ESM and SAM are expecLed to be reusable with some ,_,_a]l
loss of thermal efficiency because of the char'ing experienced during the
deroc_pturemaneuver. It was found in the pr_=_iousstudv that due to the milder
entry conditions of the out-of-orbitentry, t_ heat load was a factor of 5 less
and the heating time a factor of 6 less than _ _eaerocapturemaneuver. Thu,.,
'_ it is expected that use of the precharred abl_.':ormaterial for aeromaneuver
will result in a peak bondline temperatureof _uch less than 590K.
3, S02P Thermal Protection Selection - Tt,_S02P configurationevaluate( is
a _caled down version of the Mars Single MissiJn AerocaptureVehicle select(d in
' the previous study with a total length of 6.3F'. Reference heat transfer, f_ee-
_tream Reynolds Number, and dynamic pressure v_re computed during the guidance
i and control studies and are su_arized in Tabl_ IV-I.
Following the boundary layer transitioncriteria logic described earlle_
' for the MSR vehicle, a review of the values of Re_ at max' Table IV-I
indicates that transition to turbulent flow will occur §enerally before peal
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w_uld have oct,!fredFor t.h_,sIlallowtr,,jectorl,,,..Convt_ctlv_heat tran_ft..,.rrat_)
fiB_phistories for ,_ r,;presentat!veforward c_,t,bt)dypoint _n tim windward
,re,rid!an (X/RN l_ &) haw_ ),_t,ng_,neratedfor the ranqp,of _ntry paLh angle.,
,|nd(ir(,lllu_tr,lt(_lI lFlqlir_ IV_-?_,_nd?l. (tlnw,ctiv,,h_)attran_f_)rrat(,
dt_tribut.toll ov(,r tim v(,hlcle at tile time ,if p,,,|k hi,Jl_tt_] t)_ illu_i.r,li¢!d feD' the,
',t,¢'l,l_ p(ltlt ,lll_ll,' L'ZI_O._lt! Fi(,li_re IV-Ill for ,in ,.ntry v,,l()rity of 13 klll/_ec.
Radl,ltiv¢_he_tttransf(,rto th(::;tagnatlonI,_)Int_=reain the Methane envi,'on..
me)itha,_be(in,:st!mated, Figure IV-2), employi,,gthe CO2 atltlosphereosults
de_,':_ibedillSection IV=(;,since results for (,_I4 are currently not availabl_,.
)t is s()e_that for tll¢,shallow tr,Oe{:t()ry,wh ch _;izesthe heat protection
,,ystem,tilerildiat:iveh at fl_4xat the ';taonaton eel)It,i_ estimated to be
,_=l.yI/ti:as large as the conv(,ctlv(,heat flux or V[ '-_-13 kin/see. For the
lu4rp()s,,_of si;,inqtileheat protection system n this study, the total
r,uti,_tivepl(4sconvective heat load ha_ been a'.sumedto b(_1.25 times _s large
,_,,t.h,)c(mwctlve heat load. Fo;_ the slower t_'a.iectorlesat VL ,:_B kill/see,the
i'adiativtheatin_.)is (,ssume_ito be negligible.
The TFS mE_tt,riJls_olectod froB=considerationof the peak heat flux values
of the steep (VL 13 k,)i/sec)trajecto_'y,Figu.,eIV.-IB,have been sized for tl}e
shallow trajectory. These heat loads and heat protectionmaterial requirenlc,_ts
,_resummarized in Table IV-3.
!he materials selected for the high speed ,ntryhave also been sized fo_"
the lo_wspeed, Vl;.-_8 k=u/sec,entry. However. considerationof the peak l_e,_t
transfer rates experienced during the slow sp_,d entry indicates that low
de_sity chcwr]ng ablators could be _.=st_dover i _e e_tire S02P vehicle and of'er
,_li!lhterweight heat prot_)ctionsystem. The _later'ialsselected as providi_Fjtl_(,
lightest weitlht loc,_llywhil(+met,ting the con(• ra!_,tof performing adequately for
IV-14
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the peak heat fluxe,_ expect{)d fro' the steep traJoctortes are ldentifiod with tl_e'ir
thickness requirement in Table IV-4.
Several trade_ff studie_ were.conducted in arriving at thn._efinal sp.lecrlon_.
LmpIQyinq the char ma_s 1_._;models de:scribed n S(,¢:tionIV-D, char rec=_s_io,
hlstorie_ were g_nerated for ESM, phenolic nyl n, and carbo_=phenolic for th,,
windw,lrdmeridiEm Iocatiml at X/RN ;-12.5, FI(.Ire IV=23. It Is seen that tti'ESM
experi¢:ncesw=early5.EIcm el recession, phenol c nylon about 3 cm, and carh(.
phenolic a negligible amount in the methane on ironment. The shape stabilit' of
the carbon phenolic 'ishighly desirable, altho gh as currently constructed i_,is
not as good an insulatoras ESM or PN.
The thermal response of carbon phenolic wh n exposed to a typical methar.
heating environmenton the windward meridian (, tl_(_forward cone has been
predictedwith REKAP for both 8 and 13 km/sec ntries. The predicted surfa¢
temperaturereached a maximum value of a liJP_l_..owr.22Cl(_K.This was not
sufficient to initiate sublimation,as would b expected from the results st ,wn
in Figure [V-15. The carbon phenolic thicknes vs. maximum bondline temper_t.ure
occurring at soak out are illustrated in Figur IV-24. These data were factored
into our carbon phen,:_icthickness requirement data bank for air, and a design
Correlation for use in heated methane generatui for this study.
Carbon phenolic, although attractive as a eat protectionmaterial for ._orf
periods of intense heating (Figure IV-16 sun_ izes some contemporaryapplic_tion_)
is not a very weight efficient insulator. Thi ca_ be confirmed from a rev .wof
the thermal properties in Table IV-5 and a coi_ari._onof the carbon phenoli, and
low density ablator weights summarized for th¢ 8 km/sec entry of S02P in
Figure IV-25. An experimentaldevelopment mat rial, PD 218, Ref. IV-31, is t lov
IV-15
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den._lty carbon foam wi th excellent thermal properties and adequate structural
properties far this application. Tl_erma] response cal_ulatton_ ware performed
rm ,t _.,tcban iDhnn()lic Pl) 218 compa._ita. The carhon Iih_,nol lc out:_.r la.vt._r I_
,,mldoVedt(Jhnlp ,;Ul4_reg'_the _urfac_,tt,mperatu,'er _llori',,_/lilt|llllllillIlgl}l.hl,
t:h,_rmas.slo.%. lha PILl218 is etliplo.yedas ,iliqht wei.qhtInsulator to iil_,tI.ht,
I_(H_dline teiHperatoro requirements, The coatputat.lon_ indicate that a combinai:ion
csl(imm o'f_:,_rbonphenolic l-_lus4 cm of PD 218 (a cofltbinedweight of 13.7 kg/m2)
t:,mreplace 3.6 cm of carbon phenolic (51.3 kg 12), This concept provides tl,_
potential for significantweight reduction for _heVE = 13 km/sec S02P Titan
entries.
4. Uranus Thermal ProtectionSelection - _e Uranus-aerocaptureconfigu_'ation
t,valuatedis the scaled down version of the Ma_, Sit_gleMission Aerocapture
Vehicle ._electedin the previous study, Ref. l :, with a total length of 6,3 m,
Reference he,_ttransfer, freestream Reynolds NL ._ber,and dynamic pressure we,e
computed during the guidance and control studi,; and are summarized in Table IV-l.
: Following the boundary layer transition criteria logic described earlier for
the MSR vehicle, a review of the values of Roy at [qTRNO.2]max ' Table IV-l.
indicatesthat transition to turbulent flow will always occur before peak
turbulentheating.
Convective heat transfer rate time historic, for the stagnation point and
a representativeforward cone windward locatim where turbulent flow predomit_teg
have been generated for the 12° entry path ang _.ca,.efor the nominal atmosp _re.
Convective heat transfer rate distributionsor, " tht_vehicle at the time of _ak
heating is illustratedfor the 12" entry case _ Fiqure IV-26.
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Rad|'tive heat transfer to the stagnation point area in the Bg_ H2 - ll_,He
mixtur_ have been estimated employing an _ngln,,_ringcorrelationof Galileo
r_ult_ described in Section IV-C, The convec,ive h_at trar_sferrate dominates
the IPS response, Figure.IV-27, The _tagnatio,_point convectiveh_at transf()r
rate peak5 at .%72P_Btu/ft25ec (4213 w/cm2), th adiabatic non-blowing radiative
he_)ttran._forrate_at the ._tagnati{)npoint peals at about 7B{lBtu/ft2se_
¢}
(B}_(}w/cmr), ihe turbulent heat transfer rate t X/RN = 12.5 peaks at 2406
ITtu/ft2se(:(27lg w/cm2) with the radiativedec easing to abpqt 20','_:of the
sta!Inationpoint values at that station, Bose,'on these comparlsons, the
radiative heating has been considered negligib e for this study, although in
subsequent design studies it must be included.
With peak heat transfer rates over most of the vehicle being high enougt,that
carbovt(_assIos_ will be significant,the firs TPS evaluatedwas all carbor
phenolic over all sides of the vehicle. The r,quired nominal ablator thickr,)sse_
are sun:narizedin Table IV-6. Some weight red,,ctionmight be pOSsible by u._,;of
a carl_onphenolic - PD 218 composite,where th,,carbon phenolic thickness i.',
sufficient to cover the expected char mass los with margin and the PD 218 i',
used to provide a lighter weight insulation la 'er.
5. Control Surface Heat Protection
Split windward flaps are being considered s one of the control options,
Section V. Typically, these flaps introduce s gnificant flow field perturbe':ions
and experience heating rates well above the Ic al approach conditions• The ]
flaps are expected to be deflected at about 5 with a differentialdeflection
fron_that point of +5(', This creates an effec .ivetotal impact angle to th_
flow of from 27 to 37_ The forecone has an efective impact angle of 40_
IV-17
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For the purpo_ of this study, the heat protection requirementsfor the flaps i_
assumed to be equivalent to the requirementon the forecone. For SO2P, if the
hoating to the flap._is a factor of two higher_ the flap thermal protection
r()quirement_will increa._ehy 30%. If the heating increases hy an order of
maqnitude, the thermal protection requirementwill Increase l)y180:_',.
6. SUMMARY
Thermal protection materials have been selected and sized for a generic
aoroca_ture vehicle for entry at Mar._,Titan and Uranus-in the entry corridor_
defined in the trajectory and control simulation studies described in Settle, V.
llypersonic onvective and radiative heat transfer to these vehicles was estimated
based on a combination of 3D inviscid and vlscc,usflow field solutions generated
for tileaerocapture vehicle and engineering correlaticnsdeveloped from the
numerous complete convective and radiativeheal transfer evaluatluns cond_u_-tr_d
in CO2 and H2-He mixtures for the Pioneer Venus and Galileo programs.
A sumary is presented in Table IV-I of the p_ak and time integratedconvective
and radiative heat transfer rates, the peak dy,amic pressure, the freestream
Reynolds Number at peak turbulent heating and the heating times computed. I' was
concluded that generally transition to turbulent flow is expected to occur prior
to peak heating except for the shallow path an,,leentries into Titan, Figure_
IV-Ig, IV-20, and IV-21.
The thermal protection material selection nd sizing is driven by the p,_k
and time integrated heat transfer rates exper nced and the heating times,
sumarized in Figure IV-16. It is seen that , propriatecontemporarymater :Is
are available ranging from low density ablate, for MSR and low speed Titan
entry to high performanceablators for Uranus nd high speed Titan entry.
IV-IB
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i llowever,the long heating times associatedwltl use of the high performance
ahlators Fall outside the demonstratedcapability of curr_nt entry vehicle
applicationsand thus need to be experimentalljden_nstrated.
Th_.rmochemicalresponse of qr'aphitlcheat._l:ield_in CO2 and H2_H_ mlxtur,,s
wa_ aval]able from th_ previou,_,_tudios;respm,,e in iiCII4 mixture,wa_ not
availal_le, _o wa':, generated dur,ng thls study.
5;lzingof the thermal protection system wa'_acc,_li_plishedby employitlqde_i_ln
,m'r,,lation_ d,,rived from the results of GF REI'_P. [lle ,iominal thermal protection
mab_rial requirement._ for the generic aerocapb,,'e w_hicle in the several mis_,ion
applications are .'_unlnarized in Tables IV-2, IV.:], IV-4, and IV-0. Comparisons
between the thermal protection material weight required of representativewind-
ward meridian locations are presented in Fi.qureIV-28. For tlmelow speed Mars
and Titan entries, low density, r.earshape stal_leablators offer attractive
solutions. Low density ablators were selected rivera metallic reradiative type
or an RSI approach due to the limited reuse required, simplicity of design, the
fabricationand applications data base existin, and cost. For the 13 kin/see
litan entry in CH4, carbon phenolic is predict.I to be ._hapestable sii_ceth,,re
i_ no oxidation experienced and the peak surfa,.._temperature expected is well
below the sublimation temperature. A developm,.Italmaterial, PD 218 (a low Jensity
carbon foam), used as an insulative layer is sl)wr.to reduce the local TPS
weight requirementby a factor of 3. For Uran,_ entry, a high performance ablator
such as carbor:pheno|ic is required and experi,_ces some mass loss due to sublimation.
IV-19
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Table IV-2
MSR Thermal Prot_ctlon System Requirem_,ntsSun_ary
Ma,s Entry
VE = 5859 m/see
V,,hicll, Poriph_ral ' Llnit
s1,ttlon Locatlowl /qcdt Flow-State IMaterlal Thick Weiuht(w.;;ec/c,)P")
X/RN (d_Lq.) Lain. Tu,'h Sel_ctod (cm) ,_(k_/__
2 (} P-.:_0+4 X IiSMI(IO4AP I.P,4 7.2
5 i_.28+4 X X 1.24 7.t,
l_ 4.4 _3 X X 0.91 5.3
35.(J 1.7844 X X 1.19 6.t3
49.4 1,24+4 X X 1.12 6.4
2 gO 3.74+3 X X SAM 1.83 2.3
5 5.72+3 X X 1.88 2.4
l_} 3.33+3 X X l.83 2.3
35.6 1.36+3 X X 1.75 2.2
49.4 1.49+3 X X 1.75 2.2
5.5 180 1.72+3 X X SAM 1,75 2.2
1B.5 1.0+3 X X Nomex Felt 1.93 1.6
35.6 407 X X 1.88 I.6
2 90 X X ESMIO04AP 0.89 5.1
5.5 j 5.72+3 X _ 0.97 5.6
35.6 l,36+3 X X 0.71 4.1
49.4 _ 1.49+3 X i X 0.71 4.1
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!i VE = 13 kmtsec
; . Unlt
i V(,hlcIo lheral !qcdt W_ight
+ Station Location Flow-StaLe Material Thick,
X/RN (deg.) (w.sec/cm2) LAM Ti'b S_.lected (cm) (kg/m2)




18 1.98+4 1.85 26.9
i_ 31 5'84+4 2.92 42.5
:; 5.5 90 4.04+4 2.46 35.6
L
IB.5 2.05+4 I_88 27.3
31 1.00+4 1.45 21.0
5.5 180 l.21+4 I!SMIOO4AP l.40 8,l
25 3,24+3 I:SMIO04X l.99 4.74
! 5.5 90 l.04+4 I:SMIO04AP 1.73 lO.O
1_{.5 2.05+4 1.55 8.9
31 1.00+4 1.35 7.8
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Table IV-4
=' S02P thermal Protection System P,qglremQntsSummary
ii Titan Entry
VE _ B km/s_f
IJnit _I
Vq,hicle Periph()ra] rq(:dt
Slat'Ion Location Flow St,,fe Material Thick. Weight
X/RN (de(j.) (w,sec/cm2) Lain Tu_ Selected (cm) (kc]/m2)
() 0 5.54+4 X ESMIOO4LPS 3,23 28.3
5 4.43+4 X ) 2.77 24.4
I_ 7.06+3 X ) ZSMIOO4AP 1.33 7.5
31 2.23+4 X ) _ 1.55 9.0
5.5 90 l.34+4 X > ESMIOO4X 2.79 6.7
IR.5 7.09+3 X > 2.39 5.7
"_I 3.42+3 X ) I.98 4.8
5.5 1(_0 4.02+3 X ,_ ESMIOO4X 2.08 5.0
i
25 ) 1.09+3 X X SAM I.98 2.5
5.5 90 I.34+4 X ) ESMIOOILPS 2.0 17.6
18.5 _ 7.09+3 X ' ESMIOO4AP 1.27 7.3








CarboH Phei1ollc i450 1:i,,1x I0"I O,_tl
l_h(_noli_; Nylon 1200 ?,',ix 10"'I 0,41
I'SM I(I(141.['S lliiO l.IIx 1(I"I {1.31
I::,MI(I(14AP 5}](I 1.48 x I0"I 0.31
f)
I!_MlO(14X 240 9.(_ X 10"_ 0.3(_
l'n,_I_ 160 0.3 x 10-2 0.?I
.)
F,AH 130 3.1 x I_"_ 0.23
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Figure IV-8 Correlation of Hypersonic R, _iative Heat
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_(,voralconcnpt_ for control of th_ aerocap ur_ v_hJcl_ during atmospheric
l li(jht havp_Ibsen evaluatad dtJrin_ this study, I _pha,_iswas placed ontho usp of
a,_redynamicnntrol techniqu(_ for {munterin9 tl,.eff_cts of roll dl._turbancntorqu(_.
Performancee_ the _(weral sy_tem_ wa_ do_mnstraed on a 3_I/2 D_}FsimulatIQnuf_in_
the.a(,mG_phericand plan(_tarycharacteristicsnl Titan a._a baseline (3-I/2 D(]F
Indlcatesa simulationof a three denroo of freeIon)(mntrollodtrajectoryplus
' a one deqree of freedom roll control loop) Wei lhte_timate._w_re made for each
system along with atmospheric exit accuracies.
Six control approaches were studied:
}. ,Re_c),!9_Lgontro_S_ste_S]Roll Cent oi
This is the simple on-off system with , 5° deadband described in Ref, I-l.
Tl_e(:ontroltorque was set to provide ,',_ _ie(jj._ec2 roll contrQl accelerati_,n
with worst case roll asymmetry torqtes luringthe constant dr_g phase.
2. RCSj.;ithPulse Width Modulation .LP.W_M)
In this case the duration of the ,ietpu!se is ma 'e proportlonolt,)the
roll error _ignal. Ignoringprcpu(sioq time _elays this res.;It_in an
RCS system whose perfo_manc_ _s essen_.i._l!;,linear and prey'des a
significant increasein etiicienc_o_ :,e_ utilization.
With th';sscheme _lap,:are used to cout';erlhe effect cf roll asytmnetry




In thiscase flapswere u_ed to provlderesponseto rollcommandsas well
as to counterrolldisturbancetorques. Experienceindicatesthatthe
_ameflapscouldbe used to providethe requiredpitch/yawdamping. A
full6DOFsimulationis requiredto includepitch/yawdampingand i_
recommendedfor investigationin further_tudies.
5. _ov_q_j___lMas RollControl_MRC] TrlmGo_,trol
In thls_mode,the MMRC is usedonly to _ounterthe effectof roll
disturbancetorquesand an RCS systemp,.ovidesresponseto ro1,
conBands. Performanceon a 3-I/2DOF simulationis essentiallyidentical
to thatof the FlapTrim System.
6. MMRC RollControl
In thiscasethe MMRC is sizedto prov'i,ier sponseto rollco_ands as
well as to counterthe effectof rolldistuJcbance--tor_ques.Rollcontrol i
performanceon a 3-I/2DOF simulationi_;essentiallyIdenticalto thatof 1l
I
the FlapControlSystem. However,the MMRC systemwouldnot be capable
1
of providingpitcp,'yawdamping.
The controlsystemsimulationtrade-offst diesusedan S02PAerocapturevehi(,le
and a Titanequatorialtrajectorywiththe foll,wingparameters:
Entr_Conditlons
H = 500 km









M = 2606 kg
A = 6.47 m2
i LA _ 10.15 m
[R _ 1324 kit - m2










Althoughtheseconditionswere selectedearlyin the studyfor the control
simuIatlons,theyare representativeof the S02Paerocapturevehicle(baseline
missionfor genericaerocapture).The results{,rainedcan be appliedto a specific
S02P;_dssionor otherplanetarymissions.
B. RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONSOF THE CONTROLSYSTI_EVALUATIONS
Resultsof the controltrade-offstudyare su_arizedin TableV-I which llst_
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a) The roll disturbance torques, as deflncl In Ref. I-I, are primarily due
to c,q.-c,p, offset (C_). For the control stUdi:s that were performed,a C2 of i!
1._(ic:mwas used, lhl,_valu(_,Is derived from tl_'ofiset u_ed in Rnf. I-l, 2.5 cm, ('
u_;in!la ratio of vehicle base diamnters, The ct,_trol_ystem performance re,._ults
pr_,*,e1_tt_din thi_ _,ectionare based o_ tl_:1.56 m o|f,o,et. liowevor,an upd_ted
analysis of vehicle design indicate_ that the w_lue (_FC_ can be held to fI+0._ c_i.
A_ a result, the control system performancereqL,,rem(.ntswere extrapolatedand the
values of controlsystemmass in Table V-I wore { ,Iculatedfor the 0,6 cm offset.
b) The exit velocity accuracy in this tabl, is the total spread in exit
i velocity with CF)IST (disturbancetorque coeffici,nt) --0 and +_2.815x I0"5. ::!
c) The RCS system mass has been estimated _y extrapolatingthe results ::
detailed in Ref. I-I. ii
(I} The mass estimate for the PWM RCS systt:_rel,resentsthe tlleoretical
miniIllumthat L:ouldbe achieved with an RCS syst(,_. l'ropulsiontime delays were not
included in the simulation, The effect of thes( delays can be partiallycompensated
by control logic design. Therefore, the calcula!.ed,JysteT_mass represet_tsa
somewhat optimistic solution.
e) Control simulation studies of flap syst_ms utilized linear approximations I
i
of flap aerodynamicsand limited roll flap defl(:tion to 61 = = +I0°" The control
moments (i.e. product,of Cl8 and deflection ang_ ._)derived from this simulation
w_re used to determine the flap performance reqtirem(,nts.The mass calculated
fat'the flap system in fable V-I is based on a c :f]eLtionof _i = 4,8 +_4.8 degree._
(see Section Ill). Further optimizationof flal siz(" and deflection as a function
of aerodynamic performanceand mass is recommen(;d for further studies.
V-4
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f) In Ref. l-l flaps for a Flap Control 5y,tem were used to counter maximum
roll as_nnetry torque,_ and still provide twice t _e required control response for
the dynamic pressure of the constant drag phase. App!yln9 this philosophy to the
_imulation of the Titan vehicle with C2 _ 1.56 ¢_ led to a requirenm,ltfor 7"
flap deflection to counter the disturbance torqu, leaving only 3" for central.
: Thi_ led to atlre'forIllexit velocity for one pu_arity of CDIST. To minimize
this _ffect flal)swere sized so that disturbanc{,torquer,could be countered by 5"
, fl,q_defle(:tion,which ¢)fcourse leads to somewhat larger flaps. Thus with the Flap
i
Control approacl_there Is a potentla] trade-off ,etweenflap size and exit velocity
error. Tilew('ightestimate in fable V-I, Column 4, is based on flaps which can
provide twice the worst case roll disturbance t_ 'que._.
Tl_efollowing coI_clusionscan be drawn frol},the results of this study:
a) For the Titan mission, flaps do not off,:ra minimum weight solution for
aerodynamic control. This is due--primarilyto the TPS mass requirements. Another
factor is the need to minimize flap deflections vlth the large angles of attack
postulated, ilowever,it should be recognized that flaps do add flexibilityto the
system in that they can pt'ovide_T adjustments o compensate for vehicle tolerances
such as longitudinalc..q.- c.p. locations. FI, ,salso can handle larger lateral
c,_.l.- c.p. offsets with minimum mass increase _ lative to the RCS system. For
example, if C2 increases from 0.6 to 1.56 cm, tl RCS and MMRC weights in Table
V-I will increase to more than double their va1_ while the flap weight can be
compensated by additional deflection. Also for generic vehicle, packaging a
moving mass or moving part of the payload becom( impractical.
b) The Flap Control approach In which flal are used both to counter roll
disturbance torques and to provide response to t ,11remands requires larger flaps
V-5
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than the trim only control. However, further de,tgn trade-ells could reduce flap
:)
J _ize.
i c) The on-offreactioncontrolapproachdo,snot appearattractiveevenwlth
reducedvalueof C2. An RCS schemewithmore so_histlcatedcontrollogicsuch as
pulsewidthmodulationprovidesincreasedfuele'_fici_ncyand shouldbe investigated
furtherpriorto implementinga decisionon rollcontr¢)ltechnique.The RCS system
ma_sesin TableV-I are optimistic_IncetheRC_,systemwas not sizedforworst
case trajectoryconditions.A significantadvar_,.ageof the aerodynamicontrol
approaches,flapsor MMRC, is thattheyare not '.oosensitiveto traJector_
conditionsincecontroland disturbancetorque_are bothproportionalto dynamic
pressure.
d) Reductionin the estimatedlateralc.g. - c.p.uncertaintyhas consider-ab3e
effecton selectionof the best controlapproach.This emphasizesmore exact
estimatesof vehiclemass propertiesand investi_jationf possiblewaysof
minimizingthemor compensatingfor themthroughvehicledesignand payload
integration;an___i:_oughmanufacturingan_ testingtechniques.Also notethat
studiesto date haveassumedthesedisturbances,:onstant.Disturbanceswhich vary
with timedue to ablationand structuraldeformation,may imposeft_rtherequire-
mentson the rollcontrolsystem. Predictionel rolldisturbancetorquesare the
majorfactorin the designof the rollcontrol, ,ste_.
C. ANALYSISAND SIMULATIONRESULTS
The nominalTitanaerocapturetrajectoryu''din thisstudyis illustrated
Iin FiguresV-l through7 whichshow trajectory,=riablesfor the caseof Flap
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1. RollI)i_turbanceTor_- Calculation_frollasymmetrytorque-_assumed
in the analysisof the severalrollcontrolsche._esis summarizedbelow. The
approachis the_sam_as thatdiscussedin Ref. l I,
a) _T _ 0'5n ew
Cll:was a,_sumedto b_;2.4 x 10"4/deg,
ClI_ALA°"IF,(K.4.,X_I0"_)_.47)_=_=I0=._I') ._L.5)
Ill 1324
Ior controlstudiesthisuncertain_was assumedto be 2.5 cm times
the ratioof thebase radiusof th( presentvehicleto thatof the
SingleMissionVehicleof Ref, I-l. Thus,C2 = 1.56cm.
AC2 N leiCn_}. .LS.4__Z]_.QISCL.939 1(2.4x I0"411.317)I
1324 ."6xIo-4 /
= 5,498x I0"5
_;ubsequentinvestigationof the problemof lateralc,g. - c.p.tolerar,:e
indicateslhata betterassumptionis approximately0.635cm, U_ing
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d) Total Roll Dlsturbanc_
Adding th_ abow, thre_ contributor with ('2 _ 1.66 cm
CDIT  +10;
with C,_ ': ,fi35 cm
c,nlsl x lo'"
lhe tutal roll disturbance accelor Lit,_n t;, then
f)
DI_T , COIST , QB tad/see_
where QB is dynamic pressure in Ne to_s/m2
2. pits:hYZ,y4kw+.Pa,_pii_9- The study results .re!;entedin Ref. I-I indicated
th[,necessity of providing pltch/yaw damping. _neapproach to doing this is to us_
RCS nozzles nomal to the roll axis. Previous DOF studies showed the required
torque to inertia ratio for the Single Mission ehicle to be 0.05 rad/sec. Usi,g
this number along with _ lever arm of .32 LA "- 3.4 m the required nozzle
thrust is
Yc ., 81 Newtons
,1.4
As,_uminga total on time of 135 sec. the total repulserequired is
IMP = 81 x 135 = 10935












, 3. RCSRoll CQntrol - For this case the RC r_11 control described in Ref. l-1
.
was used with thrust levels htgh enough to count.r the roll disturbance torque,
.i
Dynamic pressure during the constant drag p_.a_e ts
QBN = __.CT,,DREFM __.-_(39"_3)(2601_)
71375 N/m2
For C2 ,63,_ cm
DIST _' (?.RI5 x 10°5 ) (273?5)
": .769 rad/sec 2
Thus tho RCScontrol acceleration must be .769 + .349 =_1.'118 rad/se¢, The
required high thrust l_vel is
TC _1.1,18) (1324)
= --(-2) (1,32) = 560.7 New ons
The control acceleration required here is at.outthe same as that for the
Single Mission Vehicle in Ref. l-I with CL = 2.5 cm. For that case the maximum
RCIMP = 192.4 rad/sec. Mu|tiplying by tho ratio of tlletime in the atmosphere
we can estimate requiren_nts for the Titan vehie e as 480 rad/sec. This correspond.,
to a total impulse of 63550 N-m-sec. The estima,ed RCS system weight to provide





Valves, Nozzles, etc. 2.3
182.2 kg.
The,value of _V (exit) in Table V-I is a]so bas_ on studies in Ref. I-I.
V°9
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4, PWM RCS Control-The largeweightand loQr performanceof the previously
discussedRCS systemis due in parttQ the inefflctlvecontrolof Impulseresulting
fromthe slmpleon-offlogic. Thus itappearsteatconsiderableimprovementcould
be made by usingmore sophlstlcatedcontrolIogi,. One po_lhillty is the pulse
widthmodulat1(}n(PWM)techniqi_e.Thl_ techniqu,ha_ beenelnployedto drive
electricmotorsIn an MMRCcontrolsyst@m, A po,,_ntialproblemis the propulsion
_ystemtimedeloyswhich ar(_much largerthantle electricaltimeconstantsirla
motordrive. In fact,propulsiondelaysreprese,t a basic11mltationon the
perfonllanceof any RCS system. Althoughthispr,blom_i-_1otaddressedin this
study,itappearsthatthe effectof the timede ays couldbe at leastpartlally
compensatedin the contr-o-Ilogic.
A blockdiagramof thissystemi$ shownin !igureV-8. The rollcontrol
computationis doheat .l sec Intervals.At eac stepthe pulsewidthcommandis
storedas a countproportionalto the errorsign I in an B-bitcountersuchthat
255 countscorrespondto .Isac. The propulsionsystemis activatedat the
! beginnit_gof the _nterv,_land turnedoff when th countercountsdown to zero.
When the count is 255 the thrusteris on continu,usly.
To simulatethissystem,the flapcontrols mulationwas modifiedto agree
with FigureV-8 and the pulsewidthcon_mandwas imulatedby B-bitquantization
of the PWC signal. The thrustlevelwas assumedto be twice _he valuenecessary
to counterthe rolldisturbancetorqueat the dy amic pressureef the constant
dragphase. Thusthe thrusteraccelerationwas .32rad/sec?.
PerformanceoI'the PWM RCS rollcontrolis resentedin FiguresV-9 through
13. FigureV-9 showsTDIST,the averagethrust ccelerationIn rod/sac2, for
CDIST = O. The pulsesare response,to rollcommands. FigureV-lOshowsthe
responseof the autopilotintegratorfor the sam,run. FigureV-llshowsTDIST
V-IO
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for the case WhereCDIST_ 6.075 x 10"5o The av,'rage curv_, follaw_ the magnitude
of the roll disturbance torque whlcti Is proportJ_,nal to dynamic pr,e_ure. The
pl_ls_ are again respQnse_ 'l',erol] cemmand_, FJ,_ureV_12 _howsthe auteptiot
int_qratere_pon_t_f_r the _amerun. Fig,reV- 3 ,_howsth_ prepertlonalparL
of the _lgnal for the _aflleruB. Tho exc_rslOn_ L about I0(Iand 260 sec indicat{_
_;_ntr{_1,rror._ro_ultin_lfromth_ factthatShe _}t(_gratardoe,_not exactlytrac_:
the,rapldcl_anqein roll torqueoccurrlrlgaL ill(;t,tim_.,;.
Exitvelocityfor thO threecaseswere
CDIST VMEX
6.075 x 10-5 2397m/s
0 2400
-6,075x 10.5 2400
VIorstcase integratedaccelerationwas 320 rad/sc. Integratingdynamicpressure;
rt-s(J.c[ Q,,dt - lo
thenmultiplyie_gby CDIS1 _ 6.075x 10-5 yields :19.5rad/sec. Titusfroma v;elght
_t_mdpo|ntthisidealizedPWM Systemrepresents_he theoreticaloptimumthatcan
be acl_ievedwithan RCS system.
The weightestimatefor this systemis bas d on CDIST= 2.815x lO"5.
Requiredthrustaccelerationis 1.538tad/seean the propulsionthrustlevelis then
TC (1.538) (!.324) = 771 Newton: 2 (1.32)
Multiplyingthisvalueof"CDISTby the integral f dynamicpressuregivesa
requiredangularimpulseof 14B.Irad/secwhich orrespondsto a totalimpulseof
196100n-m-sec. An esti,_ateof the weightof a_:RCS systemto achievethes?
requirementsis as fellows:
_;-11
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Ii Fuel 2D,1 kg
Qx|dizer 32,1
! Tanks 1 21
_I_Sy._t,_m 2,!
57.!Ikg,
5. F)aap_T.rl_j,Control 5yste.m -Wlth thi_sc_emeflap_ar(_u_odto counterthe
_.ffe(;tof rollasymmetrytorq,_ but the respon_,to r_llco,_mand._Is accomplished -
by meansof an RCS rollcontrolsystem. One of ':heproblemsis to designthe two
system_to minimizeInteractions(i.e,,dlsturba_cotorqueshave littleeffecton
propellantrequirementsand rollcommandsproduc,;relativelylittleflapmotion).
Inorderto minimizeinteractionsat highaltitudesthe flapcontrolwas not
activateduntilaxialaccelerationreached.05e,_rthg's.
A blockdiagramof the flapcontrolportionof thissystemis shownin
FigureV-14. For largerollcommands,signalswill be saturatedand underthese
conditionsIt is deslrableto have ERIR_ O, l.e
Kl , LIMI _ LIM2
Sincefor largecomands controlis by meansof .heRCS system
ERGI _ 1.5 RGIR
Thusfor the signalsto hit limitssimultaneous1,,
LIMI -- 1.5 LIM2
which leadsto K1 = .667. SettingLIMI_ .075r d and LIM2_ .05rad/secis a
matterof judgment. The deadbandin the RCS sy.'em was alsoset at .075Fad. K2
was selectedto givea rateloopcrossoverfreqLncy of a littleover1 rad/sec.
V-12
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For thisc_se the flapswere.deslgnet_o th,maximumvalu_ of CDISTre_ult_in
.q"flapde.fIBctlon.Fl,lprolltorqueis proportanalto CDELR• DELR _so
!0_6
I_'_par!_e t(J roll CC;llllmlnd_l.¢. pravldt_d by /ill I_ _yF_t, Pfll wlth tlt]tltrol ,/'c_.lt;r,_tl,m
of ;!0 d_,gl_ec or .34q1 ri_d/'_mc?. (]p_rat, lan of t is _)/._tem is the _,_m_a;.. that
do_;crlhodin Ref. I-1oxcoptthat tho doadbandw s fietat .(17Grad and th_ low
thrustactuationw_ise,llmlnat',ed.Tho,requirQdt.,ru,_tl_voli_
TC _ _34;qI_1324)o _ 175 Newtons
lfi_tre,qr_iteda_!lularimpulsefor the thre_ca_esw re
CDI:S_T RCIMP
6.075 x I0"5 6.1 tad/oc
O 5.2
-(_.075x lO"5 6.I
Usinq7 rad/secthe totalimpulserequiredis 70'(}N-s. Estimatedweightof the













Performanc_ of thls roll control _y_tem is iI!_trat_d in fiflur_ V-15 thru 22.
l:lquro 15 show,i tlm flap m_tJonwlth CDIST_ 0 1,1dlcating th_ relatively smal!
r,,',lmn'_;ot_ rnll c_mm_nd_. Flqure V-16 _h_w_th,, won _maller re._,pon._o,f tim
inLo(irat(lr wh|ch _,t:gr_.._the' flap cOIl_lahd nc_COGS,=,'ytO counter tim rnll dlsturl,anuo
torque, Flgure_, V_17 thraugh lq _howth_ flap m,=tton _nd l:h_ propnrttonal a_nd
-5
Intoqral compon_,nt_of the. e_mmafldfar CDIST = (].I_75 x lO . With CDIST _
-6.075 x I0 "5 the re_pon._o15 o_entlally the mi_"ror Imago,. FIgur_ V-_O LhP(_u_h _
_,h_wtl_ofirst 10D_econdsof these_amecurveslll_tratingthe Initlalra_ponF_ein
greaterdetail,
6. l_]_};9_)tr(_S_j!_.t!_-In thl_approachflapsare u_odfor 1;oralroll
! cm_trol. A low thrustRCS systemwas included_,)provideexospheric._tablliz_,tlon.
Iiti,,_y_temhad a controlaccelerationof .Of ra,I/_ec_ and wa_ allowedto opera_:
throughouthe,atmospI_ericflight. In thisca_ the fl_psystemwas _¢tiv_t=G..{
the startof the entrytrajectory.In the actu_,lsystem,_.'r'.ct,=e;{CSsystem
cannotprovidesignificantatmosphericontrol,the flapsystemwould probablybe
_ctlvated_hortlybeforeentry.
Usingthe philosophyof flapsystewdesignoutlinedin Ref. I-1
CDELR* QBN * DELCMAX -
CDIST* QBN + _ (.3616)
QBN = 27325N/m2
DELCMAX = I0o
CDIST = 6.075x 10-5
thus
1.660+ 2 (,36]6) = B.72x lO'61degCDELR = _5") (I0)
V-14
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A block diagram of this system is shown in ' lgure V-23. The gain K2 wa_
set at 450 to mak_ the rat_ loop crossover frequ,,ncy about _ rad/sec,
For this ,_y_tem the flap deflection requtre _ to counter the disturbance
torqu_ i
I_,1)75 x I0 "_cl)IST
fi.7_ x 10_ = 6.97"
With thi_ large, a value the _ddttional flap motiJn due to roll command_cause_
tile flap_ to hit the 10" limit, particularly for negative CDIST. This is t11u_tratod
in Ftqures V-24 through 26, which show flap moti m for CDIST _ 0 and .+.6,075 x 10-5 .
The net result ts that the exit velocity is somv_vhatsensitive to disturbance
torques as shown by the results below.
CDIST VEX!T
; 6.075 x I0"5 2402 m/s
0 2400
-6.075 x 10-5 2392
b) Redesi91! for Lower AV (exit)
In order to minimize the variation ,n exit w_locity the flap siz( was
: i_crea_ed so that worst case distu _ancetorques could be countered b_
5" of flap delfection. Then
CDELR -- 6,075 x I0"5 = 1.21! x lO'5/deg
S
No RCS roll control is needed sinc_ the flaps provide all roll control.
Also it is assumed that flaps can Irovide pitch/yawdamping. This
can be confirmed only by 6 DOF sim,lationswhich are recomended for




Performanceof thissystemis illustratedin Figures27 through31 whichshow
flapdeflectionfor CD!ST= 0 and _6.075 x 10,5. It is seen thatthereis less
tendencyto hi_ the IO" flaplimitsthanin the previouscase. Maximumvariation
in exitvelocityfor the threecaseswas I m/s. The onlychangein the block
diagramof FigureV-23 is thatK2 was set at 325 to keepthe rateloopcrossover
frequencythe same.
7. M__MRCRo____]ITrin__S___ste___n_- The MMRC systemwas not actuallysimulated.
Howewr, with a designas shownin the blockd!agramof FigureV-32 its performabce--
is similarto thatOf the flaptrim system. AssumingthatgO% of the travelmust
counterthe worstcasedisturbancetorque,withC2 = .635cm;
PMAX = CDIST, QBN = 0.769rad/Sec2
CN * QBN * A
= .9 Mm Ym (MAX)
M* IR
Substitutingparametersfromabove
MmYm (MAX) = 21.0 kg-m
AssumingYm(MAX)= .45m the weightof themovablemass is 46.7kg. Assumingthe
weightof the supportstructureis 30_ of this,the totalMMRCweightis 61 kg.
ThissystemrequiresRCS controlto provideresponseto rollcommandsand for
pitch/yawdamping. The effecton exitvelocityis assumedto be the sameas that
for the flaptrimsystem.
8. MMRCRollControlSystem- WiththisapproachtheMMRC is sizedto provide
responseto rollcommandsas well as to counterrolldisturbancetorques. Although
thissystemwas not simulated,with a designas shownin FigureV-33its performance
is similarto thatof the flaprollcontrolsystem.
V-]6
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Using the techniques ef Ref. I-1
o
PHAX = CDIST, QBN + 2 (,3616)
- .769 + 2 (,3616) = 1.49_ rad/soc2
CN * QBN * A
_ MmYm (MAX)
M*I R
Then MmYm (MAX) = 36.7 kg-m. Agatn assuming Ym MAX)- .45m, Hm = B1.5 kg.
Addtng 30%for support _tru_ture the total MMRCteight ts 106 kg.
For a rateloopcrossoverfrequencyof WRL = 2 'ad/sec
K2 = 20 4
To counterthe worstcase roll dlsturba_T.e;Orqueabout52% of the mass travel
capabilityis required.Thuswe wouldexpectto _ncounteronlysmallerrorsin exit
velocity. RCS rollcontrolis not requiredsine,all rollcontrolis providedby
theMMRC. However,an RCS systemfor pitch/yaw,lampingis required.The effect
on exit velocitywas assumedto be the sameas f _rthe FlapControlSystem.
9. Estimateof F1ap..andActuationRequiren_,nts
a) sinlulationStudies
The timerequiredfora flighttest,dMMRC to travelfromzeroto
maximumexcursionunderno loadcon,litionsis about0.2 sac. Assuming
thatthe no loadslewraterequiredis proportionalto rateloopband-
width. The requlrementsfor flap t'imand flapcontrolare 5 deg/sec,
and lO deg/secrespectively.Howe_r, thlsno loadspeedmust br.
maintainedto somevalueof MH whic,would be determinedfromcontrol
stabilitystudies. Furthermore,tt_,actuationmustbe capableof som(




determined from control stability ,tudtes. Based on these
considerations Linear speed-torque reqgirements are estimated a_
_hownIn Figure_ V.34 and V-35. I
Flap actuation response was approximated on the 3-1/2 DOFslmulolton
by a firstorderactuatoras (11us_ratedin Figur_V-36. For th,
entryvelocityof 10 km/s,maximumdynamicpressureof 34600N/,_
occurredwith entryy = -33°, For thisdynamicpressureAZB
-66 m/s2. The slewmate limitwas definedby
.6
FLRL _ 1.0 6-_ AZBM
= 1.0 - 8.824_ 10"3 AZBrl
whereAZBM= -AzB. KA was set at 0 deg/sec/degfor flaptrima1_d
20 deg/sec/degfor flapcontrol, funswe.remade on the trajectory
definedabove. Performancewas no. significantlyaffectedby th,
additionof the actuationresponsecharacteristics,F-lapovershots
in responseto rollcommandsincre,lsedsomewhatas illustratedi.=
FiguresV-37 through39 for flap trimand FiguresV-40 through42
for flapcontrol. Thesecan be co,,paredto FiguresV-15and 17 _or
flaptrimand V-27 through29 for flapcontrolto see the difference
in overshoot.
b) Reguirementsfor Flap.Trim




thoseprevious]yassumed. The followingestimatesof flapsizeand




Maximumflap control torque must b( at l_ast suf_fctent to overcome
the worst case predicted roll asynm_try torques. Thus
C'L(eMAX)ALA 2.815 x 10-5
where CL (_MAX)Is tllerolltorque,lue to the flapswlthmaximumroll
deflectlon.ThenCL (_MAX)_ 6.331x 10"4. As discussedin Section
VI, tlllscan be achleve.pdwith 10% flapsat 4.8'_wlth +4.Fi_ of roll
def]ectiOn,i.e.,each flapvariesfrontO" to 9,6"with respectto




_; = 9.6 °
The 9.6_ flapangleresultsfrom--¢-_.8° rolldeflectionfromits
neutralangleof 4.8". Thenif we assumea speedtorquecharacb,ristic
as shownittFigureV-43the requird actuatoroutputpoweris:
I
PA = _- (5) (6680)= 8335N.m-,eg/sec
or about0.2 HP. To thismustbe ,ddedthe powerrequiredto overcol_e
friction.









c) Re_ements for Flap.Control
Assuming the s_meflap deflection ,; for Flap Trim the requtred
flap ,_rra ts twice a_ qreat, t.e. :,;_ of the ba._earea or
AF .: 1._7 m_, Assuming lllnge memo,I: is proportlon_] to the z_t2
p_wer of the flap ar_a. the maximum,htnqe moment_s 11_10 N-re.
U++|rlgthe mpeed-torque charactertst ic of Figure V-44 the require, l
actuatoroutput poweris
l
PA _'_4'(lO)(18860)= 47150N _11-deg/_ec
or about 1.1HP. Again frictionfussesmust be added, An estim,_te





10. AJ_p_licationt Mars Aerocapture- A br ef investigationwas madeof the
applicationof theabove flapsystemsto Mars a,recapture.The trajectoryused
herewas the sameas thatused in Ref. I-l withentryconditions:





VEXIT : 3650 m/s
AXBR = -DREF = -14.71m/s (I.5C)
V-20
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A_um_d characterlstic_of theMSR vehlclewere
M = 4420 k@
R B _ 1.72m
A _ 9.294.i 2
LA _ 14,01m
IR '_ 184.5kg-m2














Assuminga torqueto inertiaratioof .05 rad/sec2 and
Lc = .32 LA : 4.5 m
The requirednozzlethrustis
TC (.OS) (13800)= 4.5 - 153.3
Assuminga totalon t|meof 50 sec the requiredimpulseis 7670 '¢-se.







Valves, Nozzles, etc. 1,B
4.B kg
rhu'; th(, tutal w(_!ght for both pit: h and yaw is 9.6 kg,
; b
b) RollDisturba,nceTor_.
l'orcontrolsimulationstudiesrol disturbance ffectsare calculated 1
as in SectionI exceptthatthe asumed lateralc.g.-c,p,uncertainty
i
C2 = 2.04cm. Resultsare sumari 'edbelow
;i
= .5° 8.469x 10-6T
C2 = 2.04cm 6.913x I0"5
CLO= 10-5 7.023 x 10-7j i i.,
CDIST 7,83 x 10-5
withC2 = .635cm thisbecomesCDIT = 3.069x 10-5
c) FlapTrimControl
For purposesof 6 DOF simulation._udiesflapswere againsized o
that themaximumvalueof CDIST _,sultsin 9° of flapdeflectio,_.
Then
CDELR = 7,83x 10-59 = 8.7 > 10-6
To keepURL the sameas in Figure 4, K2 was firstset at lgl.
However,due to the factthatnorn_Iaccelerationbuildsup mor_
rapidlythanon the Titantraject('ythe flapsdid not come out ast
V-22
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enoughand p_rfo_'manc_was quitep,,oP.The gainswer_ thenchanged
to K2 = 270,K3 = 0,2 With these lainssatl_factoryp_rformancewax
achiPved_ indicatedin Figur_V- 5 throughill.FiguresV_45thruugh
52 showtrajectoryparametersfor ,DIST_ O. These,are not siqnifica,_tly
affectedby othervalue_of CDISI. ConLrolr(;_l),ns(,f_rCDIST I
i11_stratedin FiguresV-53 throug_55. It is _oenthatflapre,,pons_,
to rollco_)m)andsI_ somewhathlghe'thanbeforedue to the higher
controlgains. FiguresV-56through58 illustratecontrolperfo_mam__
wlth CD!ST_ 7.83x 10-5. FiguresV-59 through61 show the init,al







ThusAVI_)cT.T is l mete_-/sec.
To sizethe flap,CDIST= 3.069x iO"5. ;hen
CL (_MAX)ALA _ 3.069x 10-5
IR .9
Then CL (6MAX) = 4.832x 10"4, Using the sameflapconfigurationas the
Titan vehiclethisrequiresflaps ,qualto 13.7%of the baseare:or
AF _:1.27m2. Maximum_ on the M_'strajectorieswas 22000N/__.
Assuming
MH Q * AF3/2
and compat'in9to requirementsfor lap Trimon the Titanvehicl(,the J
maxinlun!hi,gomomentis
f 2oool
MH = 4000 _34500/ (1'295)3/ = 3670 N-m
V-23
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Then from Flgur_ V-43
PA _ 7B35 N-m-deg/sec
nr al)c)ut .? liP.
A','sumlll_j TPS reflllJPt!lllfint.% 131: /.? kq/S( i I]lti.l.ilr thf' wl_l_qht uf ]:tie flap
SyqtPIII i_ _c, tJlllatl_d il,_ follows:




The required thrust level for the RC$ ,ystemis
TC IS
Worst case integrated impulse was less than 4 radlsec, Using 5 radlsec
the total impulse re_ired is 5360 N-s;)c. Estimate(]weight of the RCS
system is as follows:
Fuel 0 75 kg
Oxidizer 1 15
Tanks 0 l
He System 0 1
Valves, Nozzles, etc. I 8
39kg
d) Flap Co..ntr_o)- Sizing the flaps f(_ simulation so that the maxim m
value of CDIST results in 5°fiap leflectionwe have
CDELR 7.83 x I0"5
= 1.566 < I0I5
1"0keep _RL the same as In ?igure '3, K2 was set at 200. The




Figures45-52. Controlperformanc,is lllustratedin Ftgure._V-62
thrau.qh66. FiguresV_62 through,4 show flapmotionfor CDIST= 0
and _ 7.53x I(I"5. FiguresV-66a,d V_66showthe inltiaIresponse
in moredetailfor CDIST _ _ 7.53 1l]"5, Comparingthe_ tO Figures
27 arld28 it i_ seer,thatthe flap.cem_out can_Iderab]yslowerthael
for the Titanmi;_Ionsince Inltia_dynamicpressurei_,lower(.05
l:arthg's axi_ ac(:_leratlonccur,at _bout14(Ise_:,as opposedto
about II_:;e_.afterthe startof I _eTitantraJe(:tory).Al_o the
flapm(_tlon*is!;omowhatOscillatm, due Lo the factthatthl;;tr_fl_lu,t
occursbeforethe pointwhere rateloopgalnvorlationis _tarted.








Requiredflaparea is twicethat _)r FlapTrim. Usingthe sameapprc,ch
as for the Titanvehiclewe find_iximumhingemomentto be 10380N.r
and requiredactuatoroutputpOwe,about 1.0HR. Estimatedweighto+ i
I










Entry trajectory _tudJes were nladeon the _1/2 DOFsimulation u_ing Flap
lrlm rnll cmltr_l fnr Tltan, Har_ and ILlean._. ,h_ p.rp_P of thp_ _ _t.dle_ wa*, to
d_,fin_ _t_,nsttlvlty .f trajectory a.d guidance p,rf_n._nco tu _ntry v_lnrlty ,rod
pilthaIlqlo_tn_.IIhp.ireffectnml vohlcloheatln.q,lloatin_lr_;._ultt,d(;rlvP.dl'rnm
t.h(:._,_,trajectoriesare di,_cu:;_din 5ectlonIV,
I. SO_PI?;ij_c_torle_L-Titanaero(:aptureraJe_:torio,s were run for _everal
comhinatlon_(:Jr,;ntryvelocitle5and pathang1('_in an attemptto definea _et
of nominalentrycondition,_forwhich satisfacl_ryperformancecouldbe achieved
witlta tolera,ceof + 5" on entry pathan(j1e,lehiclQcharacteristicswere the













Desiredexitvelouitywas 2400mlsecand value,'of AXBR (-OREF) used_,ereas
fol 1ows:
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V AX_R
(_OOH -14.71 ,1.5 _E)
_uon -_g,42 '_._) I_F)
IJI}O(J -3g.23 4,0G[)
Tile SOPPtraJ¢,_:terte_ ilre pre_entod in App,ndix A, included in Vu'lmm_1I
of thlr, final report, lahlp V_2 gtve_ a _umnl_r of exit wqo_:ttto._ for the v_lrl_w_
(,td;ry Colldttton_, It i_ seen that a %olo.rance, f .+ 5" on Cqll_t|t x V _an b_ aC¢OlllllO-
datedo_,lyfor V - B and I0 Kml._and even for t ese ca_e_tl_e rror in exl%
velocitle_exceededthe desired25 m/seeat the edge of the entrypath_mgleb,md.
_?. Mar_Tra;Lectorie,_- Mars trajectoryst,,dleswere conductedonly for tI_t,
aerocapturetrajectoryusedin Ref. I-l. Chara,teristicsare discussedtherein_,d
in PartC of thissection. Desiredexitvelocl:vwas 3650mls and AXBR = -14.71mls_
(1.5G_).
IraJectoryresults,presentedin Appendix:, VolumeII, are illustratedin
Figure'.;B1 throughB9 fnr y -"-14.5° Figuresi_I through[_18for _....15.5"a,d
. t
Figuresglg throughB27 for _ _,-16.5". Exitv locities(H = 250 kin)werea_
follows:
_._ VEXIT AVExIT
-14.5" 3649 m/s -4 m/s |
-15.5° 3653 - I




No f.rtherstudlesweremadeon MarsAerom,newwr trajectories.HQwever.
wILl_FlapTrimcontrol,_y_temperformancewill l,equiteslmiiarto thatillustrated
In Fiqur_V_16of R_f. I-i. In thisca_e the disturbancetorqueCflIST= 0 and
cnntrnlacc_lorati_nof th_ RC5 _ystemwa_ 20 d_/_c "c.
3, Uj_uF,Ira_LCgtL,ri_ _ Uran._tra,J_ctorv_tudi_ w_r_ conductedfor tlm
f_Hlowln.qentryconditiom_;
tt _ 500 km
VA _ 3flkml_e_
FPA _ -8".-10","I?"
flr):;Iredexlt velocltywa_ 21_fl8m/seeand value of AXBR of -1-96_13mlsec_ (20G[)
and =147.10m/se,? (15 GE) were used, Vehlcle haracteristic_aro sumnarizedbelow:
M _ 16(10kg















Traj_.c,tory r_.sults, presented in Appendix C, Vo ume [I, are Illustrated in Figures
(:1 t.hr()uqh CP4 f_r DR[F = 2fl G|! and in Ftgur_.,s 2.5 thrQuQh C4B for DREF _ 15 6E,
V,lri,ll.h)n., in ,'ntry l)al.h anNl_ r_,_ulto.d In sizf.,hl_, var|atiml,_ It= .x I I, w_l_)clty a'i
lndicat;od In 1ahlt, V-3. ()n_' factQ__ in thc._L, vi_ latl,m', i_ the r_Hl.._.wur man_uw_r
to (:_rrectcr¢}ss-rang(;_rrors, With high llft Jccel,ratl_n,occurroilceof:a
r_Jll_wr near the point where the vehicle star":s it,;_xit results in the _>_it
v(_Iocityb_itlgvery ;_(_n_itiveto perturbati()ns,Thi_ factor ,_houldhe investigated
thor{}uglllyin future studies. However, the siIi,_lationsdo demonstrate feasibility
of aerocapture using th_ above dei'iw}edvehlc]e _nd provide estimates of heating
for'TPS design. However from Table V_.4it is s ;en that changing cross-range
deadband from 5000 m (value used for results ir Figures Cl through C24) to 7500 m
dld not change the variatio_ in VEXIT significa,_tlyfor DREF = 20 GE. Variations
with I)R[F -:l!iGF werq}considerably smaller, lqe only conclusion to be drawn from
this brief study is that there is a potential s,:nsitivityof exit velocity to
co,Lrol response timing and variations in trajectory parameters.
Table V-I Control S_s em SuBlmarz
Exit
Control Roll RCS P/Y RCS F ap MMRC Total Velocity
Mass Mass _Iss Mass Mass Accurac),
..... System (kg) (kg) (L.__(k_. _ mS_.S.._
l, RCS 182.2 12.0 - - 194.2 4r,
2. PWM RCS 57.}_ 12.0 - 69.8 3
3, Flap Trim 4.5 12,0 ")4 - 12r).5 I
4. Flap Control - - _6 186.0 I i
5. MMRC Trim 4.5 I_.0 61 77.5 I
6. MMRC Control 12.0 _ 106 118.0 1
V-29
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Table V-2 Exit Volacitias_';02PTraj!_ctar,;
V _ VEXIT AVExII
6oo0 -22. 2396 -4
- 6.5  4oa
-30,5 237tl . ??:
R(iiili - ?3.0 ','443 _41
-?R.(i 240?
-33.0 2406 14
I(ill(ill -23.0 2:t94 - 7
I -211.0 2401 .
-32.5 2377 -24
J -33 0 2350 -51
13000 -23.5 2407 + 7
-26.0 2400
• -29.0 2387 -13
Talll(,V-3 Exit VelocitiesjL anus Ira__
I)REI' CRI)B Q(") VEXIT t,VEX:r
?!, Meters Deg. nl/s in/>
?0 5000 - _i 21660 13$_0
-I0 21280
-12 21450 +170
7500 - t,; 21130 - 1i;O
-I( 21280
-1;, 21580 +300
15 - ; 21280 (j !
-I 21280 .
-I 21320 + 4n
V-30
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!ij._ r_..L..'_,£ t.I or V
lhf, I i!lur_,_; (If %eutiml V l_rq,_,nt the f )11c}wing r_laLi¢_n:_hip_:
i_l_ v,,. VA ll.ytlamic l_r,essure CN/m?) w. Air' RelJtiw,
re lot: i ty (m/._:)
II v,,. I)RNG Altitude (m) vs. )ownr,lnge l)istarlcc_ (kin)
IIwl. ] Altitude (m) vs. l"illle(seconds)
VA w,. I Air Relative Ve1(,;ity(m/sec) vs. Time (seconds)
FI'Avs. l Air Relative Fli('iltPath Angle (deg) vs. l'iJ1;e(seconds)
AXW w. T Drag (m/see2) vs. Timr,(seconds)
RG(:I)vs. I flankAngle Commav_l(deg) vs. Time (see)
rl)IS1vs. l Average l'hrusterAcceleration (rad/sec2) vs. Time (,.,ec)
AI"Ivs. I Autopilot Integr,,torSignal vs, Time (s(,(:)
I'R()I_ vs. I Autopilot ProportionalSignal vs. T'ime(sec)
I)IL.I_Cvs. T Roll F]ap Defler-ion (ommand vs. lime (sec)
V-31
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The design apl;roachf_r this study was to fvalve a single generic spacecraft
concept for's_._veralaerocaptureplanetary ml_sitn._. The goal was to develop ,_
structuralde-_Ign._uchthat either skirt_, pane,s or sectlon._can be added ._n
that the hasl(:design can m._e.tlength con._tralnL_apd _till package the mis,_i{m
payload.
A generic spacecraftaeroshell configurati,Jnwa_;develuped that met pe.r-
fonnance and packaging requirementsfor th_ SOP.:',and Uranus mi_._i_ns, lhe SIS
IUS/SEPS launch lin=itedthe length to 6.3m for'these missions. For the MSR
mission thQ basic configuration is lengthenedb, a 3.3m long skirt ,_ddodto the
basic shepe (allowedbecause the SEPS stage is t,otplanned for the MSR mission).
The output of this vehicle design effort consists of a definition of the aeroshell
design concept, including geometry and mass prol,ertiesrequired for Titan. Mars
and Uranus aerocapture.
The section is partitioned into a Generic i)esigndiscussion that presents
data conmlonto aeroshells for a11 missinns and ,:haracteristicsof specific de,sign
concepts for the S02P, MSR and Uranus missions. The spacecraft configurationselec-
tion is based on aerodynamic,thermodynamic,co,_trol,interface and packaging
constraints. The first three parameters are di ,cussed'inSections Ill, IV, and V.
j Interfaceand packaging constraints are listed n l'ableVl-I along with their
effects on aerosheil design.
I A comparison of configurationsevaluated i, Section III vehicle design
vs.
parameters is shown in Fi.gureVI-l. A geometri visual comparison of the studied
i shapes is shown in Figure VI-2. Shape 7-6 was elected for study anaiys_s based
I on the packaging volu,_f,,the results of JPL's p ckaging studies and the data
avail:_bleon its charact.eristic_as the SM conf guration used in the Mars Aerecapt,re
Vehic1(_Definition Study, Ref. I-I.
l vx-!
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I_. GENERIC VEHICLE DESIGN
Thls section contains data and ana|y._esth.,tar_ applicabl_ t,_the .qeneric
a_rocapturo v(,hlcl_a._studied for variou_ plan,,tarym1._sion.s.It contain_,(It,t_ivlt,try,
unit mas_ prop(:rtle_ and structural analy.G__, th._t ar_, applica!_l(, t(} I.I)_ hastc (i,3m
Iom_ SM configuratlor,and It.saxter_siomlto a g.hm long de,_;i_n.
Geom(:trl(:a_d aerodynamic data are present(,din Fiqurf_VI-3. A geQmetri(:
_olutlon for ti1_Inter:;_(:t;i(mc_f' the two frustu_l,_i'_shown IrlIigure Vl-4.
A_.hi(_virl(la *,m(_nt.hint(,r,;e.(:ti(mis rv_tstraiqhi:Forwardslnce th_ frustum __lts _rtd
up a_;different ¢,11ip._esunlo,ss the c,Jtangle i,_compromiso.dand a step I._formed.
Three solutionswer_ studied: a) A wedge inserted between the two sectionswith
each cut at right angles to its ce_torline; b) Use of an e111ptical forebody or
afterbody;and c) Use of an offset centerline, a _'lantedcut giving a matched
int(,rsectionwith coincident ellipse.
The last mL,thod was chosen based on minimum pe.rturbationto aerodynamic
characteristicsand manufacturingsimplicit.y.'thisresults in slightlymodified
geometry when holding basic shape dimensionsas inputs.
Surface areas, centroids, enclosed volumes and unit inertias are given in
Table VI-2 for the shell parts. These are used to develop the properties for
a specific mission condition after the structure and thermal protection require-
ments are set.
The shell structure sizing analysis 'isdon_;parametricallyby analyzing for
a range of atmospheric pressures that mlght he ;ustaineddurir.gaerocapture,i&
range of'dynamic pressures from 13 to 150 kPa _v_sused for sizing the aluminum
honeycomb sandwich used as the shell design, lqertiarelief is based on preliminary
center-of-masslocations for the aeroshelland payload. Timepressure distribution_
Vl-2
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used ,re shown in figures VI-.5and 6. A basic _,andwlchdesign using alumlnum fac_
sheets and h_neycoml_core was used. The depth is varied to provide the,required
_tr(:ngth. Fiflur(:VI-7 gives tileunit mass versl_sdepth.
C. SATURN ORI]II[RDUAL PROBE AEROSIIELLi}[SIGN
The S02P mlss_mi space,craft Is deslgnod foi a Iitan atmo_lilior(_aerrical}lur(_,
It will lletran_f(_,rredby the STS shuttle to a low earl:horhlt and flrnpolli.,dIn
tiletrans-Saturrlphase IJy a IIJS-SIIPScOitll_iriatlo_,.
1h¢)_pa(:ecraftwlll consl_t of an aeroshell _UlH_}rtirlgand l)acka_jlnya litan
prohe, a Saturn l}rol_eand a Galileo type Saturn _rbil.er, Study confi!Iurat'ion
(Iiuure Vl-9) !,uppliedl)yJl'l.placed the lit.anl,rol)eat th(;no_e alldwould he
deploy_d aft(,rthe aerocal)l,ure man¢:uw,r; the Salurn re-entry l)robt.!is rlc.,xlin lint,
and i!;ultimatelydeployed into the Saturn atmot,pher(}.
The S02P estimated payload mass as defined by JPL for thi,;mission i;:r:
Orbiter I072 ka
Titan Probe and Supper% 22B
Saturn Probe and Su,_port _SP,
Total = _50 kg
Using the mis:_iowperformancecurves of Fig,,re I-.10thu t_etallov_ables_.'.acec;'_ft
mass dependin!jon missi{_ntime.is a:_fo_l<:wt;
Entrc_LVelocit_ ,S_acec,.lft "_-
8 km/s 266( k{' _
I0 2G0(
13 :,40( i
Heine the mcws._9oai _r.r_t;eAerocapture system. _rir.,sbetween (2400 - 1.550_,)850
and (266(,..15_;0=) ilI_)}g. As th(,¢,eroshell_ _s_ increas_f,_,_ithincreasin!i
_;-t,'vvelocit._ t'
,. . . , c gre,_,testal:_vableher(;capt"e m_ss occurs at V = _ knv'._;ec,.
VI-3
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The design and mass properties for the S02P aereshell are obtained by combining
those for the structure and thernal protection ._ubsystem_that are required for
typical Titan capture misslo_,sat entry w_lociti_ of 8 and 13 kmls. An aero_hell
ma_ _ummary is presented In Table VI-,3for an ISM solution at 8 km/sec and c,_rbon
phenolic so]utions at 8 and 13 kin/see.
I. Aeroshell D(LEJ.9,_-The shell structure sizing has been performed at the
hlgh and low extremes of likely entry velocities,. It is based on the maximum pressure
attained during control system runs of Section V and on the accelerationsduring IUS
boost. The pr_sure_ correlate with the following TPS solutions:
v _._q__
8 km/S -23 '_ 15 kl'a
13 -23.5 20.!,
An aluminum sandwich was assumed as the sh_,llconfigurationfor the monocoque
aluminum structure. The aluminum structure is protected to room temperatureduring
peak pressureseven though it soaks out to 590K after aerocapture loading has sub-
sided.
The sandwich shell used is defined in Figure VI-7 as to geometry and unit
weights. Figure VI-8 gives parametric data on the honeycomb thickness required for
a range of static pressures for the three frustums of the vehicle.
The structural shell requirementsand ring masses for the aerosh_! are given
in Figures VI-II and 12. Mass and center-of-mas analyses for the structure are
included in Table VI-3.
The therl_alprotectionmaterials as define,',in Section IV and unit masses are
shown in Figures VI-13 and 14. Tables VI-4 and 5 contain the detail ,w_ssand CM
analyses for the TPS, and Table VI-6 for the structure.
Vl-4
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A sumary _f the structure arldTPS masses _'equiredfQr tileSO2P aeroshell
at tlleTitan entry condll:ion_are giwn in Tab1(,VI-3.
An alternate TPS consisting of carbon phen(_llcmaterial in the high heat ar_a_
of'tilev_hlc1_ wa_ _xamined for the B knl/s+__ntryveloclty ml._slon. Th_ reclul1+._d
protectionmap i,_shown in Figure VI-15, and thr analy._isin l'ab1¢,VI-7. Thi,,TPS
_olutlonwould impose 2 14fikg ma_,_penalty.
2. Mass !r_rppert.le._- The structure, TPS at_daorosh_ll (structureplus TI'$)
ina_seshave be_n pre_ented in Tables VI-3 throuqh 7 for the three parametricdesign
concepts evolved in this study. In addition, th_ aoroshell inortla propertie;_are
l}r(_,_entedin Tables VI-B and 9,
3. I._la]?IIm_O,e!!!,er}tatiO!},Ar}_al_,sis- S02P -lhis section contains the results of
analyses performed to determine the design impa(;tof using flaps to achieve roll
trim for an aerocapture veh|cle. This analysis was performed in support of S(,ction
V - Attitude Control where six control configur,_tionsare examined:
I. RCS Roll Control
2. RCS with Pulse Width Modulalion
3. l'lapTrim Control
4. Flap Control
5. MMRC Trim Control
6. MMRC Roll Control
The results presented provide a weight est mate ia support of 3 (Flap Trim
Corttrol)for a specific S02P mission and configuration.
The assumed design is a trailing, split-wi dward flap concept on the 6._-,_
long vehicle as shown in Figure VI-16. The tr,,ling flap has a lesser impact




witll a larger _lict_ far bndy mnunt_:d flap_. Ilowever, Ltm trailing flap._ cml
complicate,the int_,rfac_with tilel,'npulslonmn,lul_:m" a jetLi:;onableskirt
_lrI'dlltlellll]Fltik('t. l_ OIlI'_valuatL;d for the. MSR 1111SSitln.
Tile fol l awimJ dt,_i un rP¢lUll'eltIPIIts alld afisumptions ar(_ d(_riw_d from the.
._Imulatlonsdiscussed ielSt_(:tltmV.
Roll for Titan A/C (qlt ," 34,5 kP_; ,_ : ?0" a , 9.6")
Trim for 6.3 nn11center-of-mass ()If st,t.
Area - I_I',_',of base area (0.gBIll_')
Span - 1.1 (illl
Ch{_rd- O._t6m
Operating Angle - 4.8" .+4.8 °
Pitch Rate - 50/s
Pitch Freq. 3 Hz
Ope,ating Time 200s
Hinge Moment - 4000 Nm
The flap structureand thermal prot_,ctlon,letailsare defined in Table _'-lO.
The required aeroshell supporting structure is ,livenin Table VI-ll. lhe tot,_l
mass_ of tilet'lapinstallationusing the light_,,,tweight actuation subsystem is
give_ in Tab'.,.VI-12 as lO0 kg.
The dynamic requir(_Imntsfor fl_p actuat'i{mcan be met by hydraulic, pneumatic,
or ,lectric actuation systems, llydraulicactuation was rejected as unsuitabl, for
space application,so a trade-offwas made bet_,,enelectric and pneumaticdes'gns.
The electric system allows the easiest mai,_tenanceand check-out procedu,'es.
The system comprises a drive electronicspacka_.,,,and two actuators,each
consisting of a ll? HP _amarium cobalt permanet_magm,t: DC serve motor drivlt_q
an actor,worm through a qearhox. The _.y,,;temwei liltsare:
V1-6
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lhe pneumatic systum comprise_ a 69(1l)0kPa lleliumstoraqe tlottlewlth a
fill and squib valw:, a 5500 kPa regulation,tw(,actuator._and a control elec
ironies package. Each actuator emplo.V._a diffe,'entlalarea piston with syste_t_
pr(,ssur_on the smaller area (rod end). Pre,_su,'ein tilelarge end is controlled
by a torque motor _perated thre{.,way low leakage,popl_etvalve. The actuaLors
are 9.6 cm in diameter arid33 cm long plus devi,es. System weights are:
lllter Tank 4.5 Ig
Regulator .7





The pneumatic system is lighter and has th,,pot(mtial for better dyna,Hc
perfonllahco.The electrical system simplifies .,ervicingand check-out proced_rrs
al|dhas an inherentlylonger storage life. f;it) ,I selection must be based ot_inter-
planetarycruise time, _:vera11system mass and otentlal integrationwith payload
power sources.
Vl-,7
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D. MARS SAMPLE RETURN AEROSIIIiLLDESIGN
The Mars Sampl(_Return Aerocapture aerosh,II is d_,.signedfor a Mars
atmosphere entry as defired in Sections IV and V of this report. The payload
will be the Orblter, Lander. and the trans-Mar, flight component,_.The spac(,-
craft _nd IUS are to bo launched to a low Earth orbit where the ._pa¢_)crafl;/liIs
assembly is deployed. The IUS then provides tl,evelocity increment for tran.,it
tu Mars.
This spa(:ecraftmission wa_ studied exten'ivelyas reported in Ref. I-l.
The current study was directed toward using a cTenericconfigurationfor the _ISR
mission that can _llsobe used at other planets.
The allowable veldcle length for the S02P and Uranus missions is 6.3m.
This is based on packaging of the spacecrafta_d their propulsion stages in
the shuttle. However, the MSR mission propulsionallows a vehicle length of 9.6m.
The MSR spacecraftas defined in this section (:onsistsof a 6.3m long vehicl(,
a_ generic to Saturn and Uranus with a 3.3m skirt added to the base to provide
a 9.6m aeroshell to house tlleM.SROrbiter and t.ander. This presents a challenge
to packaging the MSR payload. A potential inboard view was developed _y JPL
and shown in Figure V]-lT.
I. Aeroshell Desi3_D - The structural shell sandwich is defined in Figure VI-7
and the unit masses are given in Figure VI-18. Table VI-13 contains the ana|yses
for the mass and CM of both the AC and AM configurations.
The thermal protection required materials and unit masses are shown in Figure
VI-19. TPS mass and center-of-massanalysis i summarized in Table VI-14.
The combined mass properties for both the lerocaptureand aeromaneuver ,ero-




The oen_,ric ._p_cecraft c_llflqur,lL|on wa:_,_dapted to tho ijranu,_ IlltS£1on by
de:;tgl|ing a therlll_tl prlltpctj_)tl alld :;lructural ,,v._tem to nle.t_t t.h¢._ l,{_{Itl|relll_llt,,
for an elmtryat V 30 kmls and n = -12".
The basic honeycomb sandwich structure of ligur__VI-7 was _iz_,(lfar dep'h-
f"i_IisreVI-?l, l,yusinq Fl_uro VI-ll. Tal_l,,VI-15 cL_nl:alnsthe data on ._tructt_r_.,
nlat_.;avldcenter-{)f-ttta_,_locatlotl,
l'hethe)'nw_1l)ru'Lect;ic_tln_i_pis glvoI_Ii_Fi(lureVI-22. TP5 mass and CM numbpr.,
are contained in Table VI-I?,
F. VEHICLE DESIGN SUMMARY
The Vehicle I)esignStudy results support I.hefeasibilityof a
design solution for a structure and thermal pr_tectionsystem of a generic
aeroshell to accomplish the proposed missions _o Saturn, Mars and Uranus.
I
A 6.3m long aeroshell has been defined for use on the $02P and Uranus
missions and a 9.6nilong aeroshell defined for the MSR mission by adding a
"skirt" to the basic configuration. The MSR ".kirt" can be jettisoned after
Mars aerocapture so that the fm_ard section will perform the aeromaneuver t.,_a
specified landing site.
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1abl_ VT-_ A_rosh_ll Ilnit Data
L r R SurfacvArea )(ft_ Vnl um_ IR lp&y
Part (m) (m) (m) (m2) (m) (m3) (kgm2) (kqm_)
- .2._ O.1 0.02 0.0267M 0 t)167MNo_m (0. _ ) O, 2 0 ' r,
13" Frustum 3.37 0.2 0.98 12.82 1.31 4.22 O.50M 0,15M
7" I rusLum 2.74 0.98 1.32 19.95 1,3(_ 11.4"_ I .35M 1. tOM
Base @ I{._1.32 .. - 1.32 5.47 0 0 0.871M O.136M
7" Skirt 3,3 1.32 1.72 3'I.75 1.51] 24.09 2.35M 2._IBM
Base @ R :_1.72 - - 1.72 9.29 0 0 1.48M 0.74M
NOTES: Basic - SM Shape 6.3m long
Extended _ 3.3m long skirt added
Table VI-3 S02P Aeroshell Mass and Center of Mass
TPS SIructure Aeroshel1
Entry .......
Mass MX Ma,s MX Mass MX X°ft:Condition TPS
V( kin/s) _ Mat I. k_. k._..__]._.]_k._ k_ kn_J(JLO ............
B -23° ESM/SAM 343 1101 12(I 288 472 1389 2.9a
13 -23.5" CP/ESM 781 2264 13:_ 288 919 2552 2.8_






'TableVI-4 S02P - TPS Mass and Centaurof Mass. V = B km/%
A M/A M Xfb MXPart
(2) (kg/,.2) 1,.) (kym)
Nose , .25 g2.1l 23 6.2 144
Fwd. Con_, 5,70 4 ,g 21_ 4,05 113
" Upp,_r 160"
rwd. Com_ 7.12 24.4 174 4.05 704
Lower 200"
Aft Cone 8.87 2,5 22 1.30 29
Upper 160"
Aft Cone II.08 7.7 85 1.30 Ill
Lower ZOO"
Base 5.47 2 ll 0 0
343 3.21 llO1
Table VI-5 S02P- TPS Mass and Center of M_ss__,V_,13_w_!/_s
A M/A M Xfb MX
Part (m2) (kg/m2) (kg) (m) (kgm)
Nose 0.25 210 53 G.2 326
Upper 6.41 9.05 58 4.05 235
13" Cene
Lower 6.11 47.2 303 4.05 l?26
13° Corse
A 7° Cone 2.9 8.12 24 2.30 54
Upper 7.l 4.74 34 1,30 43
7" Cone
Lower 10.(l 29.28 293 1.30 380
7" Cone
Base 5.47 3 16 0 0
781 2.gO 2264
VI.l_
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Table Vl-6 fiO2PStructure Mass ,md CeMtfJl"of Mass
l',irL V _ B kmls __ j,V_=.!3 klId_.
A Xfb M/A M MX MIA _4 MX
(m21 (m) (kIm2)(k jl ( qm)(kylm (kg')
Nose (I,25 6,2 _.11 l 4 ?._} 1
Fwd. Iru. 2.8 5.3 2._4 _ 42 2.9 8 4_
Fwd, Rit1_ _ 4.7 - 5 23 {i 2_
Mid Fru. I0,0 3.6 3.0 3(} loft 3.1 31 11,
lh'k.Ring - 2.74 _ 6 16 7 l_)
Aft Iru. 20.0 ].3 3.1 62 81 3.3 (i6 8t,
IIa_;eRing - 0 - 10 (l - II (l
Sep. S/S - 2.0 - 7 14 B 16
'I29 288 138 30_',
XI3}(8 = 2.23 = 2.23
+3
Table VI+7 SO(.P- TPS Mass and Ct,nterof Mass _r]..
A M/A M Xfb MR"
Part (m2) (kgLm2) (kg) (m) (kgm)
Nose .25 132 33 6.2 205
Upper 13" 6.41 7.4B 4B 4.05 194
Fru.
t.ower13" 6.41 27.4 176 4.05 711
Fru.
A7_'Fru. 2.9 7.33 21 2.30 49
Upper 7° 7.1 3.42 24 1.30 32
Frtl.
Lower 7° I0.0 17.0 170 1.30 221
Fru.




Tat}lo Vl-i_ SO2PA_rostl_,ql Inertias. V _._
N(_:,(, 2!_ I Negl. 3.2(3 265 21,5
I]" tru,;t:l_m 240 120 2If; I. I! ,_(.){_ _/2
7" I'ru!_tUlll 16() r._ ,. 2_f _ 1,1_4 4b_ (_/5
I{,.I';0, |1 Ill _} ?,94 gLi IIID
hvd. Rin!l 5 2 1 1.76 I_ 1t5
lifE, Ititlil (j 6 3 0,20 - 3
l_a_;t_Rin!l 10 19 10 ?.q4 I_6 I16
5FP S/S 7 l 4 0,94 6 I0
338 17',_7
* CM 2,94m from Base
Table Vl-9 S027_..A_!_'oshell Inet'tias_, v
o _ , ._ .
M IR Ip&, XCM X M2 Lpt_y2
Nose 54 l 3.4 624 (_ 5
13" Frustum 400 200 46_ 1.25 625 1_ 5
7" Frustum 417 5(i3 54; 1.50 938 I :{0
l_a_e 16 14 2.80 125 _2
Fwd. Ri,g 6 2 l 1.9 ' 22 ?3
l_rk.Rin_j 7 7 _ 0.34 1 5
1.3a_eRing 11 21 le 2.80 86 _6
._ep.S/S B B .' 0.80 5 13
"Til " -3. ',g"
* CM @ ?._C}n:
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Table VI-13 MSR Structure.Ma_s ,rodCenter Qf Mas_
.AZ.G. .AL.M
MIA M Xfb qX X fb MXPart
A(m2) (kglm2) (kg) (m) (I:,gm) (Ill) (kgm)
Nose 0.25 , 3.0 .8 9.5 8 6.2 5
Fwd. Cone 12.B2 3.0 38.5 7.35 /83 4.05 156
Center Cone 19,g5 3.3 65.8 4.60 _03 1.30 85
Aft Cone 31.75 3.4 107.9 1.58 171
Break Ring 6 6.03 36 2.74 16
Sep. Ring lO 3.3 33 0 0
Base Ring 16 0 0
Sep. Parts I0 1.65 17
AC; 74 255 3.34 :I51
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Table VI-16 Uranus Structure Mas'_and Center of Mass
A M/A M Xfb MX
Part (m?) (kgm2) (kg) (m) (kgm)
Nose .25 3.2 1 6.2 144
Fwd. Frustum 2.8 3.2 9 5.3 47
Fwd. Ring - lO 4.7 47
Mid Frustur, lO.O 4.0 40 3.6 144
Brk. Ring - IZ 2.74 33
Aft. Frustum 20.0 4.5 90 1.30 I17
Sep. S/S - I0 2.0 20
Base Ring - 20 0 0
192 2.15 413
?able VI-I7 Uranus TPS Mass and Center of Mass
A M/A M Xfb MX
Part (m2) (kg/m2) (kg) (m) (kgm)
Nose 0.25 55.05 13.76 6.2 85
Upper 13° Cone 6.41 17.25 _I0.57 4.05 448
Lower 13" Cone 6.41 37.25 238.77 4.05 967
A 7° Cone 2.9 2_ 02 63.86 2.30 147
Upper 7" Cone 7.1 14 68 104.23 1.30 135
Lower 7" Cone 10.0 24.77 247.7 1.30 322
Base 5.47 3 16 0 0
795 2.65 2104
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llli._ '_tudy !._, resu'lted in '-,y.,-,temde._i_n _,.mce.tJt_; lm_a cjen_:r'l¢ Aor_,_capitire
coirl:l(Jiiriit;|rillit.It,ilT:'_I]_l_MSR i1_ILllJi'dillU_llll_'ifill,_,Illc_*l_c )llCel;Itt;,lili;IIIqwlth
tlie_:(mtv'olledv!il;ry._imul_tlmi_;, ,,ui_I_Irtt.llel_._as|I_Ility _i' tIl;_jtmev,icA_Y'_
(,tlllfllrl! f.SilL:i)li|;, lhi_ de!_tgn Cfilll-.'t.._lll;._COflf_l_it f f'I rl_'i'odyii,illitC COliftilUrilt, lli, l
cOtlti'O1 fiyStelil,_ for _tilliJ_llll_rlc t)ilergy Illtlll!lgfllll! ili;i Piitl'y {tll_t'lllal i_rtjll_l;l.loli; ,_lld
,_l,ructural dl_.l'lili tloil,
llio dt,stgn ¢Oil(:f_lIi:,i tilt,ot; !.hl_ rt,,qul r_qili_llt,_i of 5i,l:ttoil 1 ! wlttl l,li_ i)xt',iTlll;iUll
tit' SII?P I)ityloitd liiiif;,i _tt l} kml_c, Itowewr, t! o 14 l;lll/si_ t.)ilti'y hil;i _l _tgilit'i_,,mit
iiiitsk nl_irgtn _nd it is (_,;ttlllilted Ilia{ eiltrlli_,_ ill, to I1 klll/S_.c can aCCOlillliud_ite LtIP,
Clli'i'i)lltpayload lllaSSi)Stilllatc,Additional cap,,bllity can hi'conicavailable a._.,
over,_lllilissiiii_stud'l(':5prouress relat.lvo to Si_?Pp,lyload alldlaunch traject{_ry.
Ilasi,d oll the r(.:sultsof this study, the 6 3nlconfiguratiori design con(:ept fo,'
SO?P could also hi;used as the MSR aer_lan.euve_'vehicle. It would be w;ry
inefficient from the mass standpoint but would allow not only a generic coil-
figuration but an identical design for both mi siom,.
Vii-1
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VIII, NEW TECHNOLOGYAND RECOMMENDATI{)NS
Based on the results of this study, it Is ,tromjlyrecom_lendedthat (,_xistlrlg
aerothermodynamicdesiyn technologybe e panded to m(_etgewlericAerocapture n(_eds,
Emphasis should be placed on thermal protection _yst_m_ and associated vehicl(,
Inte.'actlons.Specific recommendationsare as _ollows:
A. ThernlalProtectlon.Ma_terialReEI)onsein Aev _caaptureEnvironment
I, Contemporarythermal protectionmateria s lik(_,carbon phenolic should be
evaluated in plasma arc ground tests in air to assess their performan(:e
capabilitiesfor the long heating tlme high heating rate environments
2. Reuse capability of the above contemporaryablators for subsequententry
in a more benigr_ballistic prnbe type e lvironmentshould be evaluated in
plasma arc ground tests.
3. New composite thermal protectionmateri._Is,such as carbon/carbonover
a carbon foam, which offer potential to significantlyreduce TPS weight
should be surveyed and several selected, fabricated,and tested for
comparison to the contemporarymaterial ,
4. Full scale panel to panel ablator gaps hould be tested in a plasma a,'c
at angle of attack to determine ablativ shape change effects on gap
thermal performance.
B. ,AerothennochemistryEffects in Dissociated ypersonic Flows
I. Material surface - gas phase interactio _ between carbon and silica and
CH4 and N2 should be evaluated.
VIII-1
?, In-diqdJiihm-'mal reslmmm L_I_ carltonph_n_l Ic, r_Fra_il illmnolic and
ela_tmli>ric _,lli_,Idmal:m'ial_ in dis_(_t:i._tr,d If2,II_,Cll4, and N? _Imuld
Im ovalual.t_danal.yi:Icaly.
Im coliduc!_d to val id,_t:f, l:hJ, I;h_rliial r_ 'itmn_,v lillil[l_|ifil I iif t.afik ? ahnvl,,
4. Plan aild l'(iildllcl, tllil!illld ilt'c l:l_.!4t!-, wheri fq,a,,ildllty lia,_ he¢,il illdil;ai:l_d
irl ia,_k 3 almvl,.
C., li,yii!]l";ml.i c !lJ'a.l_. ]eJLa_.lil4;_iJ).t;.!Ji..I._]D..n_\t.,!i'#_..A.Jel!O't!!l,!,r.(,,,
1. Thi_rlllOdyiliinlit; and translii_rt lli'i/t)_l"l;il;. _, Flit CII4 and N7 _hl_uld hi) ,qi_lll_,rated.
?. lalliinar and turhllli._nt h_)at tralisfer to l;ytlii:al atlrOCal)tUl'e conflqLlrations
(with and witlioLitaerodynamic control ,urfacef,)should b,_,eXllerimentally
evaluated on t,l_.,windward side, leewan and hase areas. Predictions for
the (:oillhinal'.iollof gas composition and test conditions should be made
utilitinq the G! .-3DV code for wil}dwa_d and side areas and a semi-
eml_ilical _parat(:d flow heat ti'ansf(;ralgorithm nn the leeside and
l)aseJi"L_as. l'n,dictions slmuld also b_ mad(,for typical aerocapture
missions.
3. llncliuplod radi,_tivt) heat trallsfer COlllt)_tations should lm lilildl; for the
S(_)P alld UralltlS ael'OCaptiii'i, illissioilS,
11, Aes,otJlt!i]lljJ" !)?)_!j.!jL(!,!DjLAp_Lod_v_;_!_j(L,.C,on!!7(!...§,!!/,f.ac!,
1, Ablalivt, stiapt, viian{le of a split windw, rd flap control slirfiiee clhould hi_'
t_Wlliidtt'(l I_ll.eriilly alicI axially tt7 (_.nliloyin(.l iit,ilt lrilli_;fl_r (ti_f.ril_ution._





2. Thermal desi_ln of the flap hing_ llne mtd actuator box seals should be
investigated in sufficient detail to provide pr_qlminary desiun type.
we+li]ht e+st:lmate._;, flesi(.}n c(mcepts should b(, derlw;d from previous 1){)[}
flapp_,d vehicle d(_sign_.
3. A(:rocaptur(: vohiclc_ n()_e hond r+.,qu'ired v,;. tm(ly _lic(, ,_ize (t_ ,ic(:(}llllllndaL(,
a ,;plit windward 1lap in';tallatiml) sh(luld I_t, (]ent!rat_vl.
4. 'lechniquu_tu enhance i.h(:aerodynamic,yawsl.ahilitylike yaw tal,_.,
humps, or _ar,;should be investigated.
5. Refined weight estimates of the split windward flap thermal protect.ion
and structural support system should be,madL'.
If. A$)rot.L!.eri!!91-...Mater!a__+Ij]terac__tjof_Ef'fect._on A roca)j2.tu_ceI!. rfo!'jnarjce
Six-de!iree-of-fre(,domaerodynamiccharacteristicsshould be generated ,
tncIudinq t:he ¢:ff(,cl.s0f:
1 Vehicle asymlleLries
2 Ablative mass addition phase lag
3 Skewed laminar - turbulent boundary layer transition front
4 Ablator roughness
5 Split windward flap shape change
6 Free st:ream (.]as composition
t. Irajectory and control ._imulatians_hould l,eperformed to demonstrate the
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